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ABSTRACT 
In statis.tical analysis of sample data, the analysis 
-.... 
..., 
of respqnse variation is often hampered by interaction 
· effects and further complicated.by predictor variables 
which may be intercorrelated, too numercius, and/or 
"' I{ ...... 
qualitative. The proposed algorithm for detecting 
interaction effects employs a branch and bound im.plicit 
~numeration procedure to optimize the multiple-choice 
programming (MCP) formulation of a partitioning problem 
which utilizes several concepts from a heuristic procedure 
known as the "Automatic Interaction Detector" (AID). In 
' 
the partitioning problem, the sample data is split into 
I 
disjoint &ubgroups such that the predictive error, 
. 
measured by the pooled within group sums o~~squares (WGSS), 
J 
. i' 
is mini.mized withou~ assuming linearity, additivity, or 
an underlying functional relationship. 
In the branch and bound· procedure, a lower bound (LB) 
was required fo~ each partial solution, but the convention-
. ~ 
* al LB methods for .integer programming problems were not 
applicable. To obtain the ·LB values, a technique was 
developed for estimating the potential improvement 
obtainable by further partitioning a partial solution. 
~ ·,_ 
I 
The LB problem was formulated as _an MCP problem where the 
bbjective coefficients were based on the WGSS values of 
1 
\ • 
.. / 
·•" . .. ""' 
•' . ' . n 
.. 
\· 
• 
•; 
• 
'· 
-~' 
/ 
... 
' 
. . 
' the one~dimensional.~clusters determin.ed by a dynamic 
.. 
programmi~g technique, An approximate so·lution to the 
LB problem is then obtained via the decomposition method 
of linear programming. 
The proposed algorithm is a major improvement- over 
-=.:.."' 
the heuristic AID proced~re since, in principal, it 
optimally solves the partitioning problem far detecting 
interaction e!fects. In general, howev~r, the proposed 
• algorithm should be applied to those problems where the 
AID procedure fails to adequately explain the re~pons, 
/ 
. 
variation because it requires considerably more computer 
time than the ·heuristic. procedure • 
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-. CHAPTER 1 
. ,.;, 
INTRODUCTION 
.. 
The subj.ect of this thes~s is the .detect.ion o·f 
int·eraction effects in a response variable wh.ich is 
influenced by several predictor variables. This subj·ect 
is one of frequent interest in analyzing data from manu-
. . ~ facturing processes, marketi~g studi·es, and sociological 
. surveys. Several considerations further complicate the 
j, 
analysis of iateraction effects, and numerous techniques 
have been devised to overcome these difficulties. These 
problems and techniques are discussed below. 
Problems in Data Analysis 
In data -nalysis, a large class of problems involves 
a dependent or response. variable that is ·influenced by 
several predictor variables which may not be independent 
of each other. Most statistical methods which deal with 
. ., 
this class of problems encounter difficulties due to the 
followi~g phenomena: interaction e'ffects, many predictor 
variables, intercQrrel~tions ~mong predictor variables, 
and qualitative variables -[61]. ~ 
First,. the evaluation of interaction· effects. is 
ti' 
. usually very important but also very CQmplex.'· A simple 
approach is to assume that the aain·effects are additiy~, 
-
.. 
.. 
,; 
.. 
,·· ,,··· .,,. 
•, 
:•,, .. ·.,,,:,\.•:'-I•', ,.,, .• ,·,,. ,;:,:'.,\',,-'. ', 
-, 
I 
r 
.. • 
. 
and that they account for·most of the variation in the 
• ,, 
response variable. However, if strong inteiaction 
\ 
effects exist in the <Pata, then the main effects will 
not explain aiubstantial amount of the variation. 
~· 
I Seco.nd, as more pr.edictor variables are .added to 
the problem, the total number of possible interaction 
terms increases tremendo.us ly, especially if all of the 
higher order interactions (i.e., of three or mo.re 
variables) are considered. Yet it is not uncommon to 
have as many as 40 or 50 pred.:l~tor variables. in the data 
sample. For example, if there are k predictor variables, 
the total number of combinations (Nc) of these variables 
is given by: 
N 
C 
k 
= 2 -1 (1.1) 
Then if k=30, there are about 2 30 or over 10 9 possible 
. 
combinations of variables so that it is impossible to 
/ 
enumerate all possible interactions for a problem of this 
' 
size. 
; ' 
Third, if there is ~trong intercorrelation between 
some pair of p~edictor variables, theri it be~omes· very 
difficult to evaluate their relative importance. The 
distinction between intercorrelation of predictor vari- n• 
... 
ables and the interaction effects on the response vari-
able is not always recognized [61, 72, 7-3] •. If two 
' 
.. 
4 
.. 
.. ,; . 
r 
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/ 
.. '. .., ' 
' . 
. . ; ,\ ,' : ... ·. ,.=.- .. · 
. · .. , ·' r ; . . ... ,... . 
.. 
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.. 
' 
C, 
r 
pr~dictor variables are h~ghly intercorrelated, then it 
.. 
. does not necessarily follow that one oft.he variables ,,,. 
sh.ou.ld be eliminat.ed si.nce they may als~ have a stro~g 
,. 
interaction eff.ect on the response. variable. On the 
other hand, if no interaction effects ·occur, then one 
·\ 'of the predict.or variables shoul«;l be excl.uded s!nce it 
• 
is burdensome to carry alo~g extraneous predictor vaii-
' ables which contribute little or nothi~g towards ex- • 
pl~ining the response variation. 
Fourth, some predict6r variables may consist of ~ 
classifications instead of measurements on a continuous 
scale, and these classes may not even have a meaningful 
. 
rank- order. These variables are often referred to as ! 
/ 
:"' 
. 
qualitative variables. Qualitative variables further 
complicate the evaluation of interaction effe.cts since 
each class m•y be considered as a separate variable, or 
.· ./ 
worse ye{, each_ combination of classes could be 
represented by a separate variab~e~ 
Methods of Data Analysis 
The current methods ~f data analysis resolve the 
difficulties described above with varyi~g d~grees of 
success. · '.fhe complex! ty of the problem is usually reduced 
by imposi~g._several assumptions which cannot be tested in 
• 
advance. The methods of analysis fall.roughly into three· 
" .. -:----:--. ......... , .. , 
.s 
·., 
... 
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\ 
predictor variables are h~ghly intercorrelated, then it 
does ~ot necessarily follow that one o~ t.he va~iables· 
s}l.ould be eliminat.ed since they may also have· a s·tro~g. ' 
i~teraction effect on the response. variable. On the 
other ~and, if no interaction effects ~ccur, then one 
of the predictor variables should be excluded since it 
·is burdensome to carry alo~g.extraneous predictor vari-
ables which contribute little or nothing towards ex-
plaining the response variation. 
Fourth, some predictor variable_s may consist of 
. ,, 
classifications instead of~measurements on a continuous 
scale, and these classes may not even have a meaningful 
rank order. These variables are often referred to as 
qualitative variables. Qualitative variables further 
) 
complicate the evaluation of interaction effects since 
each class may be considered as a separate variable~ or 
worse yet, each combination of clas se.s could be 
\ 
represented by a sep.arate variable. 
Methods of. Data Analisis ...... 
The current methods of data analysis· resolve the 
difficulties described above with varyi~g ,degrees of 
0 
" 
' . 
success. The complexity of the problem is usually reduced.· 
by ·imposi~g several assumpti.ons which cannot· be tested in 
advance. The methods of analysis fall roughly into three 
•, 
' 
~ ; .. 
,• . 
• \-,;,-,_ <! . . . .• J ·. ' .. 
,_... t,-
t. 
. 
, . 
.~ ..... ~~ .. :1t..~. 
·~ .. r' 
... -,.: ... 
• ,', t 
• 
• 
• 
/ 
• 
• 
• 
categories: factor an'alysi·s, atl>alysis of variance, and 
regression analysis. Numerous modJfications and refine~· 
... 
men ts have been devis.ed. in each of these areas, but even 
the. mos.t sop·histicat.ed techniq.ue may fa~l to exp~ain as 
. 
. 
much as 50% of the response variation and·· .. ~ay n·ot provide 
. :-.•"'· _; _, . 
~. . ', .• - ~·· ' .. 
t -~-. ~. • ,~(•I • I 
Jc., :\~· ·;~\·.,.:·~. • '. • • any key to improvi~g the analysis of .· ·nse vatiation •· 
First, fa~tor analysis does not 
.. 
s ·er any 
. .. 
',~:~·.~ 
·.·,. dependent variable, and therefore ia dir.ectly 
applicable to the problem of explaining the response 
..... 
variation (35, 39, 72]. Basically, factor analysis 
attempts to reduce the dimension of the data set·to 
.. 
some smaller dimension with a minimum loss of informatian. 
... ,-- .... "t--/ However, it usually yields a set of comp.osite variables 
which are very difficult to relate- to ~e original vari-
ables. If two predictor variables are combined only on 
the basis of their intercorrelatjons, and if they have 
an interaction 'ef feet on .the response v-ariable, _ then 
that interaction effect will be obliterated so that no 
metho~ can possibly detect it. Also, fact·or analysis 
requires assumptions of linearity.and additivity which 
' 
are not always necessary or apfropriate. 
Second, analysis of variance attempts to determine· 
how th~ respon.se variation is accounted f~r by the main 
.. , 
effects a,nd in-teraction· e.ffects of the predictor variables 
... 
• 
r 
. \ 
\ 
• 
'· 
. :".'\,. 
... -
• 
... 
/ 
,. 
!15, 20, 6.5]. But if there .are many pr.edict.or,variables, 
then it is. diff.icult, .if not ·impossible, to. det·ermine. a 
subset of variables and interaction .t·e·r·ms which best ,. 
.explains th.e response variation. In analysis of. variance, 
it is assumed that the sotirces·of vari~nce operate 
i.ndepe.ndently and that the. components of v·ariance are 
additive. However, this independence is not always easy 
--.__ to ascertain nor safe to assume. Also since this method 
requires that ~the effects of each variable be measured 
over the entire data set, universal measurability is 
assumed. Rut a predictor variable may have a strong 
effect on the response variable in one subgroup of tha.· 
data· and no effect in another subgroup so that this 
assumption may be unrealistic. 
Third, regression analysis is used for two purposes: 
1) provide a predi~tive model, or 2) estimate a functional 
I,,. 
relationship {16]. For a predictive model~ there is no 
assumption of ~n underlyi~g functional relationship, and 
the nonsignific~nt terms can usually be ignored since they . ' 
' ~ do not contribute to the accuracy of the piediction. When 
. 
. derivi~g a functional relationship, however, the non-
• 
s~gnificant terms cannot always be ignored b·ecause there 
may be some prior information (e .• g-., theory from ·physics 
or chemistry) whfch indicates there must be some type of 
relationship between a particular variable and the 
' ...... 
.. _/ 
• 
7 
'.·I, 
.. 
. ' 
.' 
r·, 
. ( 
· .. · ,. 
· r-···,·,·,.1 ·. · · 
.~ •• 't. 
·• 
,. 
-~~--·-~.-·' 
I 
.; 
"-,- . 
'. 
.. 
r 
·' } 
. ~. 
I 
' ·, .. 
,. 
response variable. If qualitative or descriptive vari-
ables must be ~ncluded, then a dummy variab.le can be 
asstgn.ed to ·each class. except one. T.he du·mmy. variables 
can then be treat.ed as con tinuou's ·variables .. and· can be 
,,,,,. 
. included in interactions w~th other variables alth·ough 
-
. 
'\ 
the interpretation of such int~iactions may be rather 
complex I3, 17]. 
• 
Iri most techni-ques of regregsion analysis, the same 
assumptions are made as in analysis of variance: ·addi~ 
tivity, linearity, and universal measurement· of error 
variance. The. general procedure of regression analysis 
requires the selection of a specific model (i.e., a set 
of terms foi: the regression equation) which is fitted 
to the data by the method of least squares. Then, if a 
-~·-
functional relationship is being estimated,·_ a ~est. of 
significance is applied to evaluate,the goodness of fit. 
However, as the number of predictor variables incieases, 
the testi~g -for s~gnificance becomes pr~gressively more 
• · difficult because there may be many different regression 
models that fit the data equally well [10, 16, 19].· 
' There are numerous procedures which·attempt t~ 
1 
determine a subs.et -of variables and interaction terms 
' 
that yield a. good fitti~g r~gression mod~l [16, 58]: 
' 
total enumeration, forward selection, backward elimina• 
• 
tion, stepwise r~gression, stabilized eli~inatJon, and 
8 . ' 
.. 
., 
l . ... 
,., 
' .. ,· 
' •,. 
'i' , r ,,, : , '·_l\;t-',_' • ;\ __ ';, ,,.,·:, ' /: _, :_'; , .. ;; .,':,c.·.(,,;,' .. /_h •.1- (\ ,,.,', !.:~\· 0''.' -' ,',,' •.!~-';, - ·:r. ·,\;: ,; ' ;: •, I •• -,. ,' ! ' · , ', ·. 
'iJ 
J '· . 
•·, 
( 
• 
' 
element .analy.sis. Al tho~gh the iterative pr~cedures ( 
., 
~ search through many different models, they simply maximize 
the immediate improvement at each s·tep of the search and 
ignore iny potential improvement that involves a temporary 
d~cline in goodness of fit. Thus, there is. essentially.no 
assurance that the resultant model is really the "best'' 
possible model. Even after a fairly good regression model 
,,, is found, further improvement may be. obtained by trans-
formations of the variables, examination of the residuals, 
and ~limination of QUtliers. 
Each of these methods of· data analysis either is 
inappropriate for analyzing response variation, or requires 
restrictive assumptions such as additivity, linearity, 
and universal measurability. In addition, if there is 
little or no prior knowledge about the functional rela-
' tionships between the predictor variables and the response 
variable, then it may be very difficult to select a 
combin.ation of variables and interac·tion terms which 
adequately acc·ount~ for ~he r~sponse variation • 
Purpose of Thesis 
,, 
The purpose of this th·esis is to examine some of 
the available. techniques which search for interaction 
· effects with a minimum of restrictive assumptions, and· 
' th~n, if possible·, to develop some improved method.by 
9: ...... 
. , 
'V .• 
., 
.: 
., 
. :• 
. ·!'' 
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,, 
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• 
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• ' i 
. ' 
'. .{ 
\~ .:,, ., . 
.. 
• 
.. 
; 
'·' 
·('. 
,: 
,,. 
•'., 
.. 
utiliziµg some of the various optimization methods of 
mathemat.ical pr~grammi~g. A br.ief s·urvey is ·p.resented 
. , 
in Chapter. 2, follo.wed by an evaluat.ion· of a p·articular 
technique wnich h.as been successfully emplo.y.ed to detect 
interaction effects. und·er certain co.nditions. T.he ·problem 
of detecti~g interaction effects is then defi.ned in a 
form suitable for optimization. 
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. •<1:~ CHAPTER' 2 . 
' 
BACKGROUND AND DEFINITION OF PROBLEM 
Th.e current methods of data analysis invo.lve the . . 
selecti.on of a sp.ecific model and/·or assumptions ·of 
additivity, linearity, and universal measurability. 
Since these requirements are often inadequate or in-
approp;iate for detecting interaction effects, a better 
method of analysis is eneeded which is free from some or 
·~ all of these restrictive assumptions. Although in some 
eases a functional relationship may be the goal of data 
analysis, it is generally useful to first explore the 
existi~g structure of the data before imposing a specific 
model. V 
In manufacturi~g processes, for example, it is 
' 
common to have large volumes of data pertaining to the 
• 
operation of production facilities and· to the mater~als 
and products. It is also common, however, for this data 
. -to· be ·subject to measurement errors, time series effects, 
plu~ interdependencies and intercorrelatio·ns among 
predictor variables. As the process control becomes more 
,!l 
refined after initial startup of the production line, some 
variables may b~ constrained to ra~ges of values ·which are 
small relative. to their measurement errors so that thei~ 
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functional relationships are not apparent in the data. 
' Consequently,- after the operati~g co.nditions have stab·i• 
liz.ed, the data may no lo~ger yi.e.ld ·satisfactory .results 
with methods su~h as r~gression analysis since the true · 
effects of th.e constrain.ed variables ·are ob·scur.ed. 
A w~ll des~gned .experiment oft~n cannot be performed 
because many of the predictor variables cannot be 
, 
controlled so that an exploratory analysis is the -only 
feasible approach. If a substantial amount of data 
already exists, it would be unwise to ignore it because 
it might very well contain valuable ,information. Even 
though an exploratory analysis of such data may not 
result in direct improvement of the process or conclusionsa 
it can at least give some indication as to which variable-a 
are important or which variables _should be considered in 
a subsequent experiment. 
(!:fl' Recently there has been increasing interest in 
• 
cluster analysis which searches for structure in the data. 
Cluster analysis_ generally attempts to construct some 
number of disjoint, hom~geneous. groups from a. given set 
of entities. Most clusteri~g procedu~es aie bas.ed on an 
enumerative approach or some set~£ heuristic rules, and 
the u~~ of optimization techniques (e~g., dyna~ic 
;'j 
., . 
programmi~g, integer pr~g·ramming,. branch and bound methods). r 
' has been extr~mely limited. A technique entitled 
.-. . . 
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' ''Automatic In-ter.action Det.ector" .(AID). employs a heuristic 
partitioni_~g pr.oced·ure with a criterion of· m1n·1m--i·zation of 
' tb.e withi.n. group sum of squares (WGSS) to analyze the 
vari.ation of a response variable· '!72, 1.3] .• ·. T.he A-ID 
t·echnique and some cluster analysis· met.hods ·are similar 
in that they b.oth involve sequential constiuction of 
homogeneous groups. However, no known attempt has been 
made to optimize the overall partitioning procedure in 
the AID technique. An integer programming formulation 
for the AID partitioni~g problem is presented below, and 
a branch and bound optimization procedure is described 
in Chapter 3. 
·c1us·t·er Analysis 
Statistical data often consists of a set of N 
entities, each of _which has an associated list of p 
properties that are measurable variables. Factor analysis 
... 
attempts to reduce the number of variables required to 
-
explain the variability among-the entities, but it is 
• 
usually very difficult to relat~ the resultant variables 
to the original variab~~~ [24]. He.nee, factor analysis 
~ay be a fairly efficient means of reduci~g the. dimension 
. 
of the data, but the results may also be virtually 
uninterpretable. An alternative approach is to constiuct 
'• . groups of similar entities from.the original set of-. 
' 
, 
·entities. This approach _is used in ·cluster analysis [7S] 
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and in a number of other closely·related methods (e.g., numerical 
taxonomy, classification theory, grouping methods). 
The general clustering problem involves p~rtitioning or linking 
together a set of N entities into M groups or clusters which are 
mutually exclusive and nonempty such that the members of each·group 
are similar to each other in som~ measurabl~ sense. Although nearly 
every clustering method considers the same basic problem, there are 
numerous procedures for constructing clusters and a variety of cri-
teria for optimality. But, oddly enough, an explicit definition of 
a cluster is generally lacking in all but a few methods. Surveys of 
clustering methods and revi~ws of specific techniques can be found in 
' 
[6, 12, 25, 30, 41, 44, 45, q6, 47, 52, 68, 771 and additional ref-
/ 
erences are given in ·[J~, 42]. 
The current clustering methods can be classified according to: 
1) cluster definition 
2) criterion for optimality 
3) ·clustering procedure 
First, since clus·ters are ·seldom well~defined, the cluster-
' ' ing methods may be categorized accor4.ing, to the existence or non~ 
existence of an explicit cluster definition. 
Most cluster-ing methods simply consider clusters to be 
·<' 
' . 
,· 
,,:·, 
.•. :,_, 
• 
. ·,, 
'' 
. ,.·;, 
' ' . ' 
. ' ~·· '·'. 
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. /· 
either the groups that result from applying s·ome· algorithm . 
. to t.he data or the_ ·gr.oups· which opt·im·ize s·o.me o·bj:ective 
function I5.3J •. Ho.w.ever, Li~g· f.5] ,· .. 53,· -54, .5.SJ has 
/ propos .. ed an -expli.cit· math·ematical .. d:efiniti·on of: a: c·luster 
whi.cli is bas.ed on measures pf s·imil·arity. 
Second, the criterion for optimizing the ,homogeneity · 
of th.e clusters is usually bas.ed on some coefficient of 
similarity or association ·between pairs of entities. This 
c~effici.ent of similarity m~y be based on one of the 
f.ollowi~g: 
, 
1) Euclidean distance {42, 64] 
2) Mahalanobis distance [42] 
3) Independent estimates of similarity on each 
pair of entities [36, 55] /If' 
One of the most common criterion for clusterin~ is the 
' minimization of the pooled within-groups sums of squares ' 
·(WGSS) I18, 21, 64, 76, 78, 81]. Several other criteria 
have been proposed, such as minimizing the average WGSS, 
minimizi~g the maximum WGSS, and minimizi~g the sum of the 
distances within each_ group (instead of the squared 
distances) 142, 64, 7:6]. 
Third, the clusteriµg ·procedpres may be divided 
into three. general types: 
1) divisive 
2) ~gglomerative 
3) iterative 
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The divisive pr.oce.dures start with t.he original set of 
' data and repeat.edly partition it into more and more ~ 
clusters until some :pre-s.~ecified ~umber of cluster• is 
formed. The _agglomerative procedures· .s·t·art with the 
separate entiti~s and clump them t~gether into .h.tim~gene·ous 
gr~ups. A co•mon method for this is the si~gle-link~ge 
type algorithm {31, 43, 60, 66, 68, 81]. Li~g (53] 
generalized the si~gle-linkage approach and proposed an 
algorithm for constructing k-clusters where each entity 
in) a cluster is linked to k other entities. The 
iterative procedures generally start with some arbitrary 
choice of clusters and then shift entities from one clus-
ter to another until the homogeneity criterion is satisfied 
I7, 57]. 
Since most clusteri~g procedures are·primarily 
~euristic or enumerative in nature, the convergen~e to 
an optimal solution is not always assured or may approach 
optimality too slowly. aowever, in recent literature, 
taere have been a few proposals for optimizi~g certa~n 
' 
cluste~i~g procedures. 
... Jensen I 4.2] ·proposed a dynamic pr~gr·ammi~g a_lgori thm 
for optimiziµg the pariitioni~g of N entities into M 
clusters such that the pool.ed WGSS is minimiz.ed. Usi~g 
' 
'-a, general definit.~on of. the coefficient of similarity, 
distrib~tion forms were. generated fbr each stage of the 
•, 16 
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solution network. It was shown that the dynamic 
pr.ogr·ammi~g for.mulation conve~ges- to opti·mality and 
/• .. ' 
th.at this· method 'is far more efficient than .tota-1 
en·umeration, However, ·as the ~umbet of entit.ies and 
the number of final clust·ers increases, th~ ~omputer 
stor~ge and time requirements b·ecome impractical. 
Vinod 176] proposed an int~ger programmi~g 
formulation for groupi~g entities into a.pre-specified 
number of clusters. A so-called string property was 
• 
presented and it was claimed to be necessary but not 
sufficient for optimality. The clustering ctiterion 
used in this formulation was the· minimization of pooled 
WGSS. The procedure utilized the Lemke-Speilberg 
' 
algorithm I51] for zero-one integer programming, and 
was compared with the agglomerative clustering procedures 
of Ward {78] and Fisher [22]. The results of Vinod's 
invest~gation indicat.ed that the integer programming 
approach was more flexible and efficient than the other 
two clustering procedures. 
\ 
Rao l6.4J provides a counter -ex·ample which. disproves 
the necessity of Vinod'~ string property for optimality 
-
when clustering entities in p-dimensional Euclidean space 
wlLere p>l. Rao proposed linear and nonlinear integer 
programmi~g f or·mulations for clus teri·ng problems usi~g 
.. 
several criteria besides minimizing· the popled WGSS. 
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Also, a dynamic pr~grammi~g formulat-ion was given for 
minimizi~g the pooled WGSS where the en·tities ·are in a 
, 
one""'dimensional Eucl.i.dean sp.ace and t.he .s·tri~g ·pro.p·erty 
·-was utili.ze.d to obt:'ain the recurs.ive· ·re·lationships. 
I The ref ore, for certain clus.t·eri~g: cr.it·eria, the 
> application of mat.hemat.ical pr~grammi~g techniques has 
. ',,. 
provided a re~sonably efficient method of opt.imizi~g 
the partitioning problem of cluster analysis. Although 
numerous innovations have b~en developed in cluster 
analysis, the methods and concepts of clustering are 
' not dire~tly applicable to the problem of detecti~g 
interaction effects. It is anticipated, however, that 
some of these optimization techniques may prove useful 
in analyzi~g multi-dimensional interaction effects. 
·Aut.omatic Interact·ion ne·tec-t·ore (Ar·n) 
A procedure that has recently received considerable 
attention is the "Automatic Interaction Detector" (AID) 
a~gorithm that seeks to explain the variation in a 
.. 
.. 
• 
response variable by partitioni~g the original data set 
into disjoint_ groups such that the pooled W~~S is minimiz.ed 
• 14, 37, 40, 63, 6_7, 7.4]. Henc.e, the procedure and 
' 
criterion for partitioni~g in AID are bas.ed on concepts 
similar to those employed in the clusteri~g methods 
described above. 
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The AID t.echn,.i.q.ue was. dev.elop.ed· by Sonquist and 
Mo.rgan .!61, 62, 72, .. 73] i_n an att·empt to fu·.lfill the 
need for a less restrict.ive metho·d of analyzi~g data 
from sociol~g.ical s·urveys. Inste.ad of· ap.plyi~g s·tatis-
tical tests of signific~nce and imposi~& as•umptions of 
additivity, linearity~ normality, and absence of inter-
action effects, the approach taken in AID was essentially 
minimization of predictive error. This approach is 
similar to the informal procedure often used by an 
inve-stigator in an area of research where the theoretic 
\ 
. concepts are ill-defined or unknown and at each step of 
th.e analysis the investigator might seek additional 
information which would further reduce predictive error. 
Sonquist and Morg_an adopted this investigative strategy, 
formalized it, and extended it ~o more variables, 
includi~g qualitative as well as continuous, quantitative 
variables. 
The AID technique employs a nonsymmetrical branchi~g 
, 
piocedure that partitions the data set into a series of 91' • 
.. 
disfoint ~lusters or su~groups. This partitioning 
procedure involves a repeated one-way analysis of vari~nce 
where the su~groups of cells may·represent int·etaction 
amo~g several variables. The objective of ·this proc.e·dure 
is to construct these su~groups so that their means have 
... 
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maximum predictive power and explain a maximum-amount of 
th.e res.ponse variation. An equivalent ob.j:ective is to 
min!m-ize th.e pr.edict.i.ve error wKich ·1s· .re·present.ed by 
the WGSS of the su~g.r.oups. The· main .advant~ges: of the 
AID procedure are that Jt: 
1) is model free and does not assume an 
underlyi~g functional relat·ionship. 
.. 
2) requires no assumptions of additivity, , 
linearity, normali~y, nor universal measurability. 
3) yields subgro~ps th~t are simple to interpret 
since they are expressed in terms of the original 
·variables. 
4) accounts for classificatory or qualitative 
variables as well as continuous, quantitative 
variables. 
' There has been substantiar work in other fields 
--
which are related to the problem of· analyzing interaction 
eff.ects. Belson I9] developed a ~equential, nonsymmetrical 
\ 
partitioni~g pr~cedure which di~ides the sample so that 
\ two. groups are matched on s.everal chatacteristics that are 
used for comparison. Alexander a.nd Manheim ·:I-11- develop.ed 
~n algorithm for analyzi~g correlational d,ata where 
. r, I 
. intercorrelations between variables are represented by 
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· line segments and the "hill-climbillg~' _ search is based on inf orma-
tion-transf er between variables. Westervelt (80] proposed. a 
step-regression model combined with "artifical intelligence'' to 
maximize predictability with a minimum number of terms. Group· 
' 
screening methods were suggested by Box,[13] and Watson (79] where 
several factors are lumped together and tested. The individual 
factors in the group are checked only if the entire group has a sig-
nificant effect. Each of these procedures is similar!µ some way 
to th.e partitioning scheme used in AID. 
' 
The basic objective in AID is the minimization of predictive 
error where the mean of each subgroup explains a portion of the re-
sponse variation. Suppose a set of data consists of a ~esponse 
variable and several predictor variables and one wishes to predict 
values of the response variable with minimum error. Then as informa-
tion about the r~sponse variable is gained, the predic~ive error is 
progressively reduced. First, if nothing isJcnown about the response 
variable, then one can only predict a value of o, and the predictive 
error w0 is equal to the sum of squares of the N response values y: 
.. .:.. 
. ~:
·., 
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(2 •. 1) 
• 
--S.econd, if th.e overall aver~ge ·y is. kn·own , .. the·n the· 
·ptedictive error w1 is. given by: 
. r~..,. 
=. ,l 2 N y2 w1 ( 2 •. 2) y·-
-
- -Thi.rd, if the aver.age values, Y1 ,. and y2·' are known for 
two subgroups and each observation is known to be in one 
. group or the other, then the predicti,ve error w2 is given 
, by (2.3) where ,N = N1 + N2 • 
. -.. 
(2.3) 
This predictive error is smaller than w1 by the amount: 
, 
(2.4). 
- ·-2 In other words, the grand average Y explains NY of the 
response v~riation, and the two. group averages explain 
-2 -2 · · 
N1. Y1 + N2 Y2. of the r~esponse variation. Finally, the 
a~gument can be exte.nd.ed to the genera·l case with M su·b-
-
. groups where the mean for each su~group is known and the 
. 
pr.edictive error WM is. gi.ven b·y: 
,,•. 
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Some arbitrary· limit must be impos.ed on the number of 
subgroups M. Otherwise, in seeking to minimize predictive· 
error WM' the number of su~groups would reach a value of 
M for an optimal solution with zero predictiveJerror wher• 
each.entity is placed in a separate subgroup, ~ssuming 
/ 
that each response value is unique. 
The procedure in AID creates pairs of subgroups by 
sequentially imposing partitio~s on the data set. A 
partition is defined by two factors: 
1) a particular predictor variable 
2) a specific value of that predictor 
variable 
The partitioning concept is illustrated in Figure 2.1 
where the response variable y is plotted against the 1-th 
predictor variable xi which is assumed to be a continuous 
variable. For each predictor variable, there may be 
•. several alternative partition values (xi) 1 , (x1 ) 2 and 
(x1 ) 3 as indicated in Figure 2.1. By using partition 
values for the predictor variables, any continuous variable 
can be converted into a set of rank-ordered class~~' each 
of which corresponds to an interval between the partition 
values. 
* Suppose that the partition value (xi) 2 is chosen to 
split the origin~l·data group into two sibling subgroups 
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ALTERNATIVE PARTITION VALUES 
FIGURE 2.1 
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',··, 
where one su~group SA is above the partition value and 
the other su~group SB is below the partition value. Each 
. 
. 
of the sibli~g subgroups, sA·and SB' can then be· con-
s-idered fo~ further splitti~g to_ gener~~e .additional sub-
• groups. This partitioni~g procedure can be performed 
repeat.edly to construct as many su~groups as. des·ired, · up 
to some maximum number. The mean of each su~·iroup may 
" 
account for a portion of the response variation so that 
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the. value of the p.r.edictive error as. def·i.ned by (2.5) is 
mo.notonically nonin·creasing at each .step. of. the· s.pli tti~s 
• 
pr.ocedure. A r.elati.vely s·mall· -r.eduction in ·p.r.ed·ictive 
error will occur at· a_ given step if. ·the· means. of the two 
sibli~g su~groups are very ne·arly equal ·or if. t.he· s·izes 
of the two suJ,-groups differ_ greatly ·(~.e., NA>>NB ·or 
NA<<NR). If the means of the two sibli~g subgroups are 
exactly equal,then no reduction in predictive error will 
occur. Due to ,the interactive nature of the data, however• 
it is difficult ·to determine which of these nonpr.oductive 
splits to avoid since further partitioni~g of s·uch splits 
may result in smaller predictive error than if the maximum 
reduction was sought at each split. 
The su~groups creat.ed by the sequential partitio~ing 
~-~.,__:.: procedure,have a hierarchical structure which is ,, .... 
i .:~· 
~~~~ 
~-'~ ,, 
. ,'\, .. ,,, 
: • ~.' .t 
illustrated by the su~group-partition (SP) tree in 
. 
-- Figure 2. 2. In this hierarchical SP-tree,. Sj represents 
the j~th su~group, and (x1 )k represents the ·k-th 
alternative partition·value for the i-th pr.edi.ctor 
variable. The indi.ces have. the ra~ges: .l_si~p and ·1_sk.S,K1 
wh.ere pis the ·numb·er of predictor variables and Ki is 
th.e n·umber of .alt·ernative ,p·art.ition va·lu.es f·or the i-th 
·predictor varJable. Each su~group is defined by a 
part·icular c;o-mbination of intervals or clas,ses. frmb. ,the 
.. 
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FIGURE 2.2 
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predictor variables. The exact sequence of the partitions 
must be specifi.ed in the definition of each subgroup as 
shown in Table 2.1. Otherwise, if one changed the order 
in which the partitions were imposed on the data set, 
then the final subgroups· could have an entirely different 
composi·tion even though the subgroups were base·d on the 
same combination of classes from.the predictor variables. 
( 
From this definition of a subgroup,··it is clear that the 
results of the partitioning can be easily interpreted 
since each subgroup is expressed directly in terms of 
.... 
the predictor variables. 
TABLE 2.1 
·\ 
SUBGROUP DEFINITIONS 
.,, 
• 
·subg·roup Defining Partition Sequence 
* s1 X3 < (x3)2 
. * s XJ ~. (x3l2 2 
D 
* * S3 X3 > (x3)2, xl < (x1)4 
-
* * S4 X3 > (x3~2' xl > (x1)4 
- -
* * S5 X3 < (x3) 2' X7 < (x7)3 
* * s· X3 < · (x3) 2' X7 > (x7) 3· 6 
-
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-Details of the AID Technique. 
The partitioniµg precedure in AID b~gins with the 
total data set as the initial su~group, and then 
• 
.. sequentla·lly splits the or~ginal. ·group into su~·groups by 
perform~g the four major steps. de~crib.ed below. 
AID Step 1; The procedure selects the j-th unsplit 
subgroup Sj which has the largest total total s·um of 
.squares TSSj calculated about the mean of that su~group: 
Nj 2 Nj 2 TSSj =. l . Yt - (lt•l Yt) /Nj (2.6) t=l 
where Nj is the number of observations in Sj• The j-th 
"\--
subgroup must also satisfy the conditions: 
(2.7) 
N > N j - min (2. 8) 
where TSS 0 is .. the total sum of squares of the original 
group s0 , and the parameters Rand Nmin are specified in 
the stopping rules which will be explained in Step 4. 
The conditions (2.7) and (2.8) are impos.ed·to prevent 
partitioni~g ~ group which has relatively small variation 
or has to6 few observations, respectively. If the chosen 
sub.group fails to satJ.sfy both conditions, then the 
~ subgroup with. th.e next la~gest TSS' is select.ed an-d tested 
~gainst the two conditions. This selection-testi~g cyeJe 
is repeated if necessary. If none of the· unsplit su·b- ., 
groups satisfies both· conditions, then the procedure_ goes 
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to Step 4. If a qualified candidate su~group with 
maximu·m TSS is· f.ound, then the ·p.r.ocedure. goes to Step "2. 
AID S.tep ·2 :. .Nex·t t.he ·p.ro.cedure: ·cons.iders. each 
p·arti.tion value _'for all ·pr.edict·or. ·variab.les and s.e.lects 
an alter·nat.i.ve ·p·art.ition :s·uch that. -th.e two .new· sibli~g 
su~groups, SA and SR, ·pr.ov.ide th.e la~ges·t .r.eduction in 
sum of squares ·or unexplained res.ponse vatiatiort. In 
other wo.rds, the AID proce·dur~ chooses a partition that 
maximizes the between_ group sum of squares BSSijk which 
represents the explain~d response variation: 
I 
~2.9) 
The te_rms (WSSijk) A- and (WSSijk)B are the within group 
sums of squares for the sibling subgroups which are above 
* or below the partition value (x1 )k' respectively. Since 
TSS. is constant for the candidate subgtoup S., maxi~izing J 
. J 
B.SSijk is equivalent to minimizi~g the sum (WSSijk)AB: 
(2 .10) 
.. 
The chosen partition is test.ed in .Step 3. 
. * AI.D Step ·3: The _partition -(s-1)k cho.sen i.n Step 3 
f·or the· candidate sub·gr:oup S j. must yi.e.ld a value £·or 
~ 
:s.ssij~ s·uch. th.a't: 
.. . 
BSSijk ~ (Q) (TSS 0) (2 .11) 
.. 
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where Q is a parameter sp.ecifi.ed in t.he stoppiµg rules. 
If the condition_ (2 •. 11) is satisf.i.ed, then t!!e candidate 
subgroup S j :l.s s-pli t into two siblip.g suJ,groups by 
. . .. * 
executing the: chosen partition -(x1)k, The p·arent sub-
group Sj :rtelds two new uns.pl':l.t su:tJgroups and is no 
longer unsplit, If the ~umber of unsplit subgroups equals 
t11-e maximum va·lue M s.p:ecifi.ed in t.he s toppi~g ·rules, then 
th.e procedure.· goes, to Step 4. If not, then the procedure 
returns to Step 1. On the other hand, if condition (2.11) 
is not satisfied, then the candidate subgroup Sj is not 
split since it does not pro~ide a sufficient reduction in 
th.e predictive error. The candidate subgroup S. is then 
. J 
excluded from further consideration for partitioni~g, and 
the subgroup with the next largest TSS is chosen as a 
candidate for partitioni~g. If such a su~group is found, 
then the procedure returns to Step 1; otherwise, it. goes 
to Step 4. 
• 
AID Step 4: The partitioning ~rocedure t·erminates 
at this point since there are either no more unaplit 
subgroups which satisfy all of the conditions (2.7), (2.8), · 
,.~ 
and (2.11), or a specified maximum number of unsplit sub-
groups 11 was reach.ed. Thus, the. fo·ur s toppi.~g rules ·are 
baaed on the followi~g crit·eridn: 
l . 
,.:·' i 
~~~~-,, .. ~ .. : ' .. 
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1) minimum within. group ·sum of· squ·ares TSS j . 
for a group. to be eligib.le ·f·or spli.tti:ng 
as required by (2 •. 7) 
2) minimum n·umber .. ef. obs·ervations Nmin· for a 
. g~oup to be el~gible for splittiµg as 
required by (2.8) 
3) minimum between group sum of squares BSSijk 
for a split to be -execut.ed as required by (2.11) 
4) maximum number M of final unsplit subgroups 
Based on their experience in analyzing numerous problems, 
Sonquist and Morgan {73] recommend a range of values for 
each parameter in the stopping rules: 1) O.Ol~R~0.10, 
2) 2·0.<N 1· ·< 40, 
- m n-
3) 0. 00:~,!Q<R, and 4) M<20 to 30 at the 
-
mos t. 
The first stoppi?g rule is an el~gibility rule which 
~ -,· 
·prevents· partitioni?g subgroup_s which explain very .little 
of the response variation. This rule usually rej:ects 
su~grou~s only aft·er s.everal candidate .su~·groups failed 
the reducib!li ty test in Step 3. ·The s:eco.nd stQppi~g· rule 
:J..s primarily an attempt. to· r.educe t.h.e .ef.f:ec·ts of sampli:ng 
error in the 'final su~groups. The third stoppiµg rule i~ 
• 
. verf closely relat.ed to the 
procedure sinle . i,t requires 
objective of the partitioni:ng 
a minimum amount of reducti.on 
.. , 
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in the total sum of s.quares at e:ach s.plit. Sonquist and 
Mo~gan 1.7.3]. s·tate tha·t at each s·t~·.ge of. the ·proce·d·ure · 
" 
th.ere is .no point in choosi~g any p:arti·tion .e:xcept the 
one whi·cti yi.elds t.h.e. greatest ·1·mpr.ove.men t .b:e·cause if one 
attempted to optim·ize the partitioni~g and .exp·lain all 
of the response variation, then it is likely that sampling 
error would be explained rather than response variation. 
However, this reducibility criteri~n has a major·fault 
which will be discussed later. !he fourth stopping rule 
is basically a Safety rule to terminate the procedure if 
some other parameter was chosen improperlj and an 
~xeessive number of subgroups was generated. 
The AID procedure with its partitioning sch~me and 
stopping rules will terminate with three types of final 
subgroups: 
1) explained subgroup 
2) small su~g~oup 
3) unexplained s_uJ)group 
These three types of subgroups result from the first, 
second, and third stoppi~g rules, res~ectively. An 
" 
explained su~group has relatively ·small variation and -~ 
!s not worth tryi~g to partition. A _small subgroup has: 
' 
sufficient variation but too. few obse.rvations so that· 
, 
sampling error is the likely source of variation. An 
. tinexplained subgroup has sufficient variation and enough 
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observations, but none of the alternative partitions 
satisfied.the reducibility criterion in (2.11). Any 
subgroup-partition (SP) tree. generally has subgroups of 
all three types, but the total number of final subgroups 
depends on the stopping rules and the s·tructure of the 
sample data. 
The AID procedure handles both qualitative and 
quantitative variables. All predictor variables are 
transformed into classifications where quantitative 
variables are monotonic classes and the qualitative \ 
.. 
variables may be either monotonic classes or unconstrained 
classes. A set of monotonic classes is one in which the 
classes have a natural rank ordering whereas a set of free 
or unconstrained classes is one in which the classes have 
' 
no natural rank ordering. Suppose that x1 and x2 are 
monotonic and unconstrained p~edictor variables, 
respectively, with four classes each as shown in Figure 
- -2.3 where (Yr)l and (Yr) 2 are the response means for the 
r-th classes of the monotonic and free variables, 
respectively. For a monotonic predictor variable, the 
mean response-value may vary in any manner from one clas1 
to a.no the r. The classes for a monotonic variable are 
' remain fixed, both in value and in order, at· all times. 
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x1 • Monotonic Variable 
- - - - . (y 1> 1 (y 2> 1 (y3)1 (y4)1 
.... 
x 2 ·= Unconstrain~d Variable 
- - -
-(yl)2 (y 2> 2 (y3)2 (y4)2 
DEFINITION OF CLASSES FOR 
PREDICTOR VARIABLES: MONTONIC AND UNCONSTRAINED 
FIGURE 2.3 
. ,. ..... 
Thus, a binary split is made by choosing a partition value, 
and two subgroups are created where the classes for x 1 
are kept in rank order. The free or unconstrained 
predictor variables have an entirely different structure 
since the classes may be arrang~d in any order where each 
class is defined by a particular value (or range of values) 
(x2 )i of the predictor variable so that the ntimber of 
classes K2 is equal to the number of unique values (or 
ranges) of the predictor variable. Son-q6ist and Morgan 
J ' • • .~ • 
:<" ·"."· 
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util·ized a method .devel~p.ed by Ericson· (73,· pp. 14·9-15.7] 
. 
for p·artiti.oni~g to maxim-ize BSS. T.he .. pr.oof. given by 
·Ericson sh.o·ws th.at in ·order to maxi:mi.ze t.he BSS for a 
bin·ary split, the ·clas.ses must be ·rank .. o.rder:ed ·.acco·.rdi~g 
-to th.e· mean res·ponse. va·lue (y ) 2 .f·or ·each class. The r . 
classes are t.hen partition.ed in the s·ame· mann·er as for 
a monotonic variable. However, each t·ime a su~group is 
split into two sibli~g subgro~ps, th~ classes of the 
unconstrained predictor variables must be ieorde~ed since 
· the mean response value for ~ach class may cha~ge. 
Although this method of handling qualitative variables 
requires additional computation at each stage, it is 
far more efficient than enumerating all Kil combinations 
of the Ki classes for each free predictor variable. 
In summary, the AID proce.dure seeks to isolate the 
intetaction effects of the predictor variables, both 
qu~litattve and quantitative, by fricu~iµg on the 
-explanatory power of the variables instead of ~testi~g 
tlLeir stat is tic al s ~ gnificance. Al tho:ugh. the improvement 
in predictive power is maximiz.ed at ~ach .st~ge, the over-
all procedure is heuristic and does not· ass·ure that the · 
final su~groups will·-explain the· ma~i-um possib.~e amount 
of the response variation. Sonquist and Mo~gan ·justify 
I 
'. 
L . .. 
~' 
•· 
' this inadeq-uacy by claiming that as more response variation· 
is explained,·it is likely that sampling error is· being I 
. 
r 
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. explain.ed so that. comp.lete.ness is. gained by sacrifici~g 
. 
. 
stab.ility. . ·, . In sp.i.te .of .i tsc heuristic nat·ure and lack of 
opt·im·ization ,. the .A.ID ·pro.cedure :o.f.ten -exp··lains as much 
as 80% ·or 90% of. -t.lLe: .res.ponse. variati·on •. Thi·s· ·pr.edictive 
abilitr is app·arently. due to t.h.e .s·t.ruct·ure ·of. the· ·s·amp.le-
data wh.ich. freq·uen .. tly. enabl·es the ·he·u·ri.st'.ic s·e·arch to 
arrive at a satisfactory, ne·ar-o.ptimal solution.· But· in 
those problems where the AID. pr.ocedure f,ails to -explain 
as much as 50% of the response variation, there is 
nothing that can be. done to improve the so·lution since 
J an irreversible decision is made at each st~ge of the 
parti ti.oni~g process and .additional exp~loration is 
impossible. In addition to its lack of overall 
optimization, the AID procedure has another major fault 
where it fails to detect pure interaction effects. If 
two variables each have a very small main effect but 
a s·trong interaction effect, then the AID procedure 
eannot detect such intetaction. A pure inteiaction 
case is illustrat.ed in F~gure 2.4 where the values in. 
tb_e int·eraction cells are the mean res.ponse values and 
th.e values. outs.i;de are t.he· mean· response val.ues for the 
The main ef fec·ts. of the ·pr.edict·or vari.ables ,· x.1 and ·~·j. 
re·ducibili.ty cr·it·erion (2 •. 11) in t.he: ·th·i.rd :s.toppi~g r.ule 
prevents the cons.ideration of partitions for both of the •' 
predictor va~iables. Sonquist and Morgan tec~gnized thi~.' 
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def.icie.ncy and incorporat.ed a ''look .ahe·ad'' option [ 7.2] 
which .temporarily. dis.r~gards. t.he· .r.e.ducib.ili ty ·cri.t·erion 
and e:n·umerates .all .possib.·1.e ·parti ti·ons .£·or. ·each 
alternative ·par-tit.ion ass:oc:i.at.ed wi.th ·th·e ·uns.plit _:sub~ 
. groups, :S.ut this· m9dification .still .cons:iders o.nly. the a;; 
immediate ·1mprov·emen·t ·prov.ided by e·.a·ch p·art.i tion. 
~: * 
Xi<(Xi)l 
* Xj<(Xj) 3 
• 
16 4 10 
4 16 10 
l.0 10 
PURE INTERACTION EFFECTS 
FIGURE 2.4 
Now that the major .advantages and the weaknesses of 
' 
- ~... -· 
tne AID procedure have been -explai.ned, an i~~~g·er pr.ogram-
~l~g f6rmulation of the partitioniµg ·problem will be. given 
·below. This f·ormulati.on is bas.ed on the object.ive of 
' mini.mizi~g p.r.edictive e·r.ror and on the: .d.efini tion· · o·f 
.alternative partitions. 
· Mc·:e Fo·rmu·1at·1·o·n 
The parti tioni~g ·probl·em cons.i.de.r.ed in. the· AID 
proc.edure· can, be f ormu·lated as a mul tipl·e.;;.cho·ice prp,gra1n:-- .;, 
mi~g (MCP) problem with binary variables [2, 58] b:y 
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util·izi~g sever.al co.ncepts fr·om AID. - The obj.ect,.ive of , 
/ 
th.e MCP f·ormu·lation is the min·im·i·za:tion of ·p.r.edicti.ve 
·e·rror, and t.ne .decision variab.les ·are .-bas.e·d· on t.he 
definition of partitions for qualitative ·and :q·uantitati ve 
p.;r.ed·ict·or variables. T.he .stoppi~g .rules ·fr·om the .A.ID 
ptoced ..ure ·are also ut.il·iz.ed· .excep·t .for the thi.rd· ·rule 
which involves· the re·ducibility ·ctiterion. In the MCP 
formulation of the partitioni~g problem, binary.decision 
variables are us.ed to represent the alternative ·partitions 
for the subgroups where if a decision variable equals 
one or zero then the corresponding partition was· chosen 
or not chosen, res pee ti vely. The obj ec·~-i ve· coeff.icien ts 
in the MCP problem are based on the WSS values for the 
subgroups associat.ed wit~ the decision variable. Each 
subgroup Sj in the SP-tree has a set of alternative 
d 
partitions defined by t.he partition values of all the 
predictor variables as shown in Figure 2.5 ~here the 
.. 
null .... partition P. (O·) is 1:nclud.ed to rep.resent. the. decision 
. . J, . 
not to spli.t the su~·group. Si:nce only one p·arti tion· can 
sj ·j . .-th Sup·gro up 
.. 
.. 
' 
;pj (0)' p. (.1) ' 
J 
p •. (2)., 
J Pj (3), •.• '~j (Lj) 
PARTITION SET ASSOCICATED WITH SUBGROUP Sj 
\ 
FIGURE 2.5 
.. 
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be chosen at a time ~fr·om a partition set-, amulti.pl·e-cho.ice 
... 
. constraint (2 ,.12 ). is .re.qui r.ed for each ·p·arti tion .set 
' 
asaoci~t.ed wit~ an unsplit su~group: 
Lj 
-·· 
l UR,j • 1 (2 .• 1.2) 
R,•O 
where u1j is the binary. decision variable ass:ociat.e·d with 
the t~th alternative part.ition in the j-th partition set 
and Lj is the total aumber of alternatiye partitions in 
the j-th partition set excluding the null parti~ion. In 
the j~th pa~tition set, the null partitions are 
represented by the decision variable u0 j , and the 1-th 
non~null partition is represented by u1 j where 
R, = 1,2,3, ••• ,Lj. The objective coefficient c8j for a 
null partition is equal to the WSS of the ass·ociated 
subgroup, and the objective coefficient c1 j for a non-null 
partition is equal to the sum of the WSS values for the 
. -~ patt.of sibli~g su~groups cre~t.ed by the non-null '\ __ c • 
t partition-wker~ the sum is. defined by (2.10). 
Each time a non-null partition is: chosen, the 
parent su~group is s-plit into two sibliµg ·su~·groups and 
· new partition s.ets must be: construct.ed f·or :suJ:,-gr.oups w~ich 
s.ati.sfy th.e co.nditions (2. 7) and (2·,.s). For each sibling 
su~·group .wh.ich does not satisf.Y b.oth co.ndit~ons, the 
associat.ed · partition set contains only a null partition • 
. ,. 39 
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Hence, the su~group cannot be split, and Lj • o. In o.rder 
to .. terminate t.he· ·p·artit.ioniµ.g .ec·on·omi·cally with r~gard to 
,· 
.comp.ut·er time and ·.s.t·or~ge, another: cons·trai.n t (2 .:13) is 
• requ·ir.ed whe·r·e M ~s s·o.me· maximum 
-\ 
n·umb·er .. of f:inal suJ,·groups 
• 
ap:e.cified· in t.he· .stoppi~g .rule·s·: 
. 
. 
Lj>O . 
·l UOj + . l . l 2 . < M ,. u R,'j-: ~ je:J j e:J .t=l u u 
where the sets of decision variables are defin•d: 
J = set for all unsplit su~gro~ps in current u 
l 
J SP-tree 
... 
(2 .• 13) 
. -
J 8 = set for all split subgroups in current SP-tree • 
J 0 = set for all su~groups ~hich are not members 
of current S·P-tree 
,. 
J ~ set for all possible su~groups where J is 
equal to the union of sets Ju' J 8 , and J 0 
(i. e, , J = J UJ UJ. ) 
u s 0 
.. , 
Therefore, the partitioni~g pro.bl.em can be .eip.~ess.ed as 
a multi.pl·e .. ch.o .. i.ce ·pr~·grammiµ.g (MC.P) ·prob.lem .. of t.he f·o·rm 
given by (2. -14·) ... (2 .•. 1.8). 
Minim-iz·e: w ·= . l 
j:eJ (2 .• 14) 
' . 
... 
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Subj.ect to: l UOj + r .f 2. . . ' M (2.1.5) . . UR,.j. ~ 
'ji:J 
. u jeJ u R,•1 
~ 
L > 
i 
' . ·· I· ~ UR,j = 1 .£·or je. J (2 .:16) ., u 1•0 
u 1 j • o.,.l;.for ·j.eJ, and 
R. • ·o,1,2,3,' ••• ,Lj ('2 .17) 
for j £.JS , J O and . 
R. = 0,1,2,3, ••• ,Lj (2 .18) 
The MCP formulation of the partitioni~g problem 
differs from the AID proced~re in several major ways. 
First, the reducibility criterion is not required at each 
split so that the searc{ is allow.ed to fi.nd· pure · 
interaction effects by testiµg the subgroups on their 
pbtential improvement rather than testi~g the !-mediate 
i.ntpr.ov·emen t at each s.pli t. s·econd, the maximum numb·er 
of final su~groups M plays an important role in ~xplori~g 
,'' . 
. 
th.a SP-tree in addition to providi~g a saf.ety. check in 
case th..e other stoppi~g rule par·amet·ers are improperly 
sp:ecifi.ed. The maximum number of sup·gr.oups is ut.il-iz.ed 
in est·imatt~g the potential impro.•ement of ~ach unsplit 
sp~group which\ is es sen ti.al in the branch and b·ou.nd 
• o.ptimization pr.ocedure as. des·crib.ed in the next: c~!apt·E!r .• 
" 
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Finally, the MCP formulation allows consideration of 
virtually all partitions instead of maki~g a si~gle 
sequential pass thro~gh the SP-tree. 
The most common technique for solving binary-integer 
programming and MCP problems is the branch and bound 
implicit enumeration method [2, 5, 26, 27~ 28, 59]. How-
ever, the MCP problem defined by (2.14)-(2.18) has a 
structure that is very dynamic because every time a non-
null partition is chosen, the elements in sets J, J ,~and u s 
J are changed. Since the decision variables must corre-o . 
spond to unsplit subgroups, the decision variables in set 
J associated with a parent subgroup must be replaced with u 
the decision variables from set 6 J associated with the two 0 
sibling subgroups, and the replaced decision variables go 
intb set J. Also, the implicit enumeration method s 
involves backtracking in the solution tree of the integer 
programming problem. This backtracking step requires that 
a pair of su~groups be recombined so that all of the 
decision variables associated with the parent subgroup 
re~enter the set J where the partition that was u 
eliminated by backtracking is excluded from the SP-tree. 
The decision variables associated with the sibling sub-
groups re-enter the set J • The branch and bound $earch 0 
procedure must explore the solution space def~ned by the 
• 
alternative partitions where the total number of deciisioh 
42· 
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variables in a.et J b.ecom·es very la;r.ge as t.he S·ize of 
the partition sets ·are i:ncreas.ed •. For:tu·nately;,· the 
cons·traints (2 •. l.5·) ... (2 .•. 1.6) do not have. ·to be:.s.t·or.ed 
e~plicitly. By usiµg a .state ~ector and .sever·a1 i.ndex 
vectors f·or .rec·o.rdi~.8 t.he hi·erarchi·cal· re·l·ationsh·ips, 
all of th.e decision variables in Ju and J
8 
can be 
~ccount.ed for at ~ach step of the se~rch.· The. develo·p-
.. 
ment of this i.ndexing ~ch·eme is pres·ented in the next 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
BRANCH AND BOUND PROCEDURE 
The problem of detecti~g interaction effects can be 
I' 
solv.ed via the AID procedure fo~ partitioniµg altho~gh 
the results may be far from optimal. By relaxing the 
requirement for maximum improvement at each split and by 
. allowing consideration of all possible combinations of 
partition~, the partitioning problem can be formulated as 
'\____ ' 
\j 
an MCP problem with binary integer variables as defined 
by (2.14)-(2.18). Two approaches to optimizing int~ger 
programming (IP) problems are: 1) branch and bound 
enumeration arid 2) cutting~plane methods. For IP problems 
with binary decision variables, a particular type of branch 
and bound procedure, known as implicit enumeration, is 
usually more efficient than the cutting plane methods or 
the general branch and bound methods [26, 48, 59]. The 
decision variables in most IP problems are well defined 
j and clearly identified.before an optimization technique is 
applied. But in the MCP problem defined by (2.14)~(2.18), 
/,' 
the sets of decision varia·bles must be redefined each time 
a subgroup is split into two sibli~g su·l,groups. This 
dynamic nature of the decision variables required several. 
major modifications to the existing branch and bound 
', ·', 
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enumeration techniqu~s. The branch and bound concept. 
and the implicit enumeration method for MCP problems are 
' described below, followed by the development of a branch 
and bound procedure des~gned specifically for the MCP 
problem of partitioning. 
... 
Partition Sets in the ·sP-Tree 
Each combination of partitions in the SP-treeP~ovides 
a solution to the partitioning problem. The SP-tree 
shown in Figure 2.2 can be expanded to include all alter-
native partitions at each level as shown in Figure 3.1. 
Original Group 
* Po(O) ,Po(l) , ••• ,Po(lO) , ••• ,Po(Lo) 
s s 
: ..... 
GENERAL SP-TREE w·ITH PARTITION SETS 
FIGURE 3.1 
,. 
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~ ' In the expanded SP-tree, Pj(R.) corresponds to the R.-th 
. 
- alternative partition associat.ed with the j-th subgroup. 
In the MCP problem, u1 j is the binary variable represent-
ing Pj(R.). For the j-th subgroup the alternative parti-
tions (xi)k for all predictor variables can be arranged·· / 
in a sequential list where 1 is the position of the 1-th 
partition as shown in below Table 3.1. 
Each time a partition is imposed on a subgr.oup, the 
• . 
partition sets for the sibling subgroups are always 
smaller in size than the partition set for the parent 
subgroup. This reduction occurs because the chosen 
* partition (xi)k eliminates all partition values 
* * (xi)k < (xi)k and (x1 )k ~ (xi)k for the sibling subgroup 
above the partition or below the partition, respectively. 
Although it would be simpler to carry 1 0 partition~ all the 
way through the SP-tree, the storage requirements would be 
considerably greater. 
The partition combinations in the SP-tree. provide 
solutions to the partitioning problem which can be 
categorized ittto four types of solutions: 
' 
1) A feasible solution (FS) consists of less than 
M unsplit subgroups where the partitionirtg process 
was terminated by the first two stopping rules 
and none of the unsplit subgroups satisfies ·both 
conditions (2·.7) and (2.8). 
"' ' . . ' . . 
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\ TABLE 3.1 
SEQUENTIAL LIST OF ALTERNATIVE PARTITION VALUES 
FOR THE j~TH SUBGROUP 
Pred:ictor 
v,riable 
~i '' '' 
xi 
x2 
X3 
• 
• 
• 
X p 
Alternative 
Partition 
.Va·lue.s .. (x1.).k 
(xl)l 
(xl)2 
• 
• 
• 
(xlJ.kl 
(x2)1 
(x2)1 
• 
• 
• ./ 
(x2)K2 
(x3)1 
(x3>.2 
• 
• 
• 
(x3)K3 
• 
• 
• 
(xp)l 
(x )2 
. p 
•· 
•· 
• 
(xp)Kp 
. ,; 'L 
·, 
47 
Position 
in List 
. . 'R, ' 
1 
2 
• 
• 
• 
K. 
1 
,. 
(Kl) + 1 
(Kl) + 2 
• 
• 
• 
(Kl) + K2 
(K· 1 + K2) + 1 
(Kl + K2) + 2 
• 
• 
• (Kl + K2) + K3 
• 
• 
• 
(Kl + K2 +. • • +K 1) p-
(Kl + K2 + • • • +K . 1) p-
• 
• 
• 
(Kl + • • • +K 1) + K2 p- . 
', 
"' 
' r 
+ 1 
+ 2 
+ K =L p j 
.. 
. , ' 
, ; ;- . ·'.. ."' ,, ' ' . 
t . 
.,. 
. ,, . 
.. ·'· 
'' ·::; ' . ' 
'' 
' ' 
' ,.- ·. . .. ~ ... 
• 
l 
•' 
'r 
'• I 
;, 
;1' 
-. 
... 
,.~,. 
. , . 
2) A constrained solution (CS) consists of 
exactly M unsplit su~groups where each sub~ 
group may or may not satisfy both co.nditions 
( 2 • 7) and ( 2 • 8) . 
/ 3) A partial solution (PS) consists of less than 
M unsplit subgroups which can-be further 
partitioned • Hence, a PS is nei~her feasible 
' 
nor constrained, and at least one subgroup 
satisfies both conditions (2.7) and (2.8). 
· 4) An optimal solution (OS) is a feasible or 
.I 
constrained solution where the pooled WSS value 
i~ at least as small as any other solution, 
including all partial solutions. 
In the SP-tree some subgroup Sj may not s&tisfy both 
conditions (2.7) and (2.8) which require a minimum value 
for TSSj and a minimum number of observations Nj' 
respectively. ,such a subgroup is a "frozen" subgroup and 
r,19 
cannot be partitioned any further. The partition set Pj(t)" 
for a frozen subgroup will only contain a null-partition 
so that Lj = 0 • The MCP constraint (2.16) requires that 
0 
u = 1 so that the null partition is always assigned to 
- Oj 
the solution of the MCP problem as long as S. remains in 
. .:J . 
the SP-tree as an unsplit subgroup. The decision variable 
·, 
48 
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u0 j associated with the frozen su~group must be p18ce,d in 
set J since a null partition was imposed. Then in back-s 
tracking, when the frozen subgroup is recombined with its 
sibling subgroup, u 0 j w~ll go into set J 0 • The relation-
ship between the partition sets and the binary decision 
variables can be clarified by the enumeration tree as 
described below. 
Enumeration Tree 
A straightforward and usually inefficient (if not 
impossible) method of searching the SP-tree is by total 
enumeration. Each solution to the partitioning problem can 
be represented b~ a unique solution node V in an enumera-, s 
tion tree [26] which contairis solution nodes for all 
possible combinations of partitions in the SP-tree. For 
example, suppose the data set consists of three predictor 
variables with · two partition values' each and the maximum 
number of final subgroups is four (i.e., M = 4). The parti-
.. tion combination for one solution is shown in Figure 3.2. 
The partition value (xi)k as~ociated with each non-null 
partition Pj(!) is also included in Figure 3.2 to illus-
. trate the relationship between alternative partitions and-· 
the positions in each partition set in the SP-tree. _The 
1"··--
partition sets in Fi·gure 3. 2 demonstrate how the alterna•· _1 . 
tive partition values are eliminated as more partitions are. 
\' imposed on, the data where the partitions were chosen in the 
followi~g order: 
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P0 (1) P0 (2) P0 (3) * p O (4) P0 (S) p O (6) 
' 
(xl)l (x1)2 (x2)1 * (x2)2 (x3)1 (x3)2 
. 
. -
~ 
. 
-, ./ ~ 
,. 
'·~ 
.sl S2 
I 
P2 (0) p 2 (1) P 2 (2) P2 (3) * P2 (4) P2(S) 
* 1' (xl)l (x1)2 (x2)2 (x3)1 ·(x3) 2 
I\ 
S5 s 6 , 
I' 
SP-TREE WITH LISTS OF PARTITIONS VALUES 
• 1, 'I -
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1) ~ 0 (3) ' based on partition value (x2>1 
.,.:1 2) p 1 (4) ' bas.ed on partition value (~3>2 f 
3) P2 (3) ,. bas.ed on partition value (x2 ) 2 
This .sequence of p~rtitions is represented by the solution 
nodes in the enumeration tree shown below in Figure 3.3 
where the unexpl~red branches _cor~espond to the unchosen 
alternative partitions. As more partitions are imposed, 
more subgroups are created as indicated at each solution 
.. node in the enumeration tree. 
1 The solutions to the MCP problem for partitioning are 
( 
' 
given by the unique paths from the root node V to each $ 
solution node in the enumeration tree. In Figure 3.3 the 
' -
• 
.• 
. '
.· 
branch from v0 to v1 imposes the constraint u3 , 0 = 1~ and ~ 
the MCP constraint (2.16) then requires that u1 , 0 = 0 for 
all 1 ~ 3. Thu.s, the s-th solution node Vs represents the 
original constraints (2.15)-(2.18) plus the constraints 
given by the branches along the path from Vs to v0 • A 
.A 
solution node is "fathome~" if it is impossible to improve 
the solution by further exploration of that node. As 
' 
shown in Figure 3. 3, each solution node ha~ a unique· ,..r 
predecessor but_ generally has several successors. If a 
.. 
solution node is not fathomed, then it is a ''live" node. 
Branching is performed by choosi~g a live node which then 
must be either fathomed or further constrained by imposi~g 
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P1 (0) 
) 
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P2 (0) 
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for 
p O (.1) 
ul' 1·=1 ••• 
for 
P1 (1) 
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for 
P2 (1) 
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' for £·or for 
p O (.J) Po c.s > p O (6·) 
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Partitions: 
v2 
p O (3) 
Su~groups: Sl,S2 
u4,1=1 
for 
P1 (4)· 
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Partitions: P0 .(3) ,P1 (4) 
Subgroups: S2,S3,S4 
U3,:2=1 ••• u5,2=1 
for for 
p 2 (3) P 2 (S) 
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one more partition in the SP-tree •. Altho~gh there are 
nume.rous branchi~g rules, usually a successor node of 
I 
the current node is chosen for branching. If the current 
solution node is fathomed, then one must backtrack· alo~g 
its path toward the root node until a node is found which h 
has at least one live successor node. If a live solution 
node cannot be found, then the enumeration is complete. 
Although the size of the partition sets diminishes 
as the SP-tree is extended, the total number of 
.. 
alternative partitions and their associated decis-ion 
variables becomes rather large as more subgroups are 
created. A generalized SP-tree is shown in Figure 3.4 
where Lj is the number of non-null~partitions contained 
in the partition jet for the j-th subgroup Sj. The 
value of Lj must always be at least one less than the 
value for its parent subgroup since the selection of a 
partition eliminates at least one alternative partition 
from that branch of the SP-tree. 
The maximum number of decision variables in sets 
Ju and Js are dependent uport t 0 and M. The size of J u 
indicates hbw many decision variables must be considered 
for assignment to the solution at each level in the 
enumeration tree. The size, of J indicates how many s 
,. 
decision variables must be· saved for the backtracki~g st.ep: .. · 
'' 
: .. . 
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where sibling subgroups are recombined and decision 
variables for the parent su~group must r·e-enter set J. 
u 
Some sample values for t.hese · set s-izes are. given in 
Table 3.2 where the number of decision variables in set 
J 0 ra~ges as h~gh as 1,176 •. 
1ABLE 3.2 
SIZES OF SETS OF DECISION VARIABLES 
Size of Initial 
Partition Set 
LO 
50 
100 
150 
•.· 
Number of Unsplit 
Su,,groups 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5: 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
. 4 
5 
6 
7 
8. 
Number of 
Variables 
J 
u 
50 
98 
145 
192 
238 
284 
330 
376 
100 
198 
295 
392 
438 
584 
. 680 
776 
150 
298 
445 
592 
738 
884 
1,030 
l ,·11>6 
Decision 
per Set 
J 
s 
0 
50 
99 
148 
196 
244 
292 
340 
0 
100 
199 
298 
396 
494 
592 
690 
0 
150 
299 
448 
596 
744 
892 
1,040 
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Another aspect of the enumeration tree should be 
considered: the total number of solution nodes. The 
' size of set J i.ndicates the total number of solution nodes 
which may include any or all of the four types of 
solutions defined above: FS,CS,PS, and OS. The size 
of complete enumeration tree is dependent upon 1 0 and M, 
and some sample values are given in Table 3.3. For 
problems with only a few unsplit subgroups and a reason.a.bl.,y. 
large initial p·artition set, it is obvious that total 
enumeration is impossible. 
TABLE 3.3 
SIZE OF ENTIRE SOLUTION SPACE 
Size of Initial 
Partition Set 
50 
.. 
100 
'·' 
I, 
Number of Unsplit 
Subgroups 
1 
-2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
.... . 
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Number of Decision 
Variables in .Set J 
50 
4,900 
~5.90 X 10 5 
'v7.86 X 10 7 
'u7.89 X 108 
100 
19,800 
~4.90 X 10 6 
~1.32 X 10 9 
'u3.30 X 1011 
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. Branch and Bound Con·c·e·pt 
A branch and bound procedure (26, 48, 50] system-
• 
atically seirches the enumeration tree for an opt·imal 
solµtion. Each solution node is fathomed by calculati~g 
a lower bound on the objective function and comparing it 
with the current upper bound to see if the ·solution can 
be improved.. Fathomi~g the n.odes in this manner eliaiaat_es; 
enumeration of all branches which cannot possibly result 
in a better solution. 
Suppose that the enumeration procedure is at the 
s~th solution node V ~ The path from V to the root ~ s s 
node v0 indicates which constraints are imposed on the 
solution space in addition to the original constraints 
in the MCP problem. The solution node V has a value s 
of the objective function W which is equal to the pooled s 
WSS values of the unsplit subgroups associated with that 
node. A lo~er bound W can be calculated by relaxing some 
-s 
of the constraints in the MCP problem and solving for a 
new solution value so that W > W. Usually the lower s - -s 
bounds for integer pr~gramming problems ~are determined by 
relaxing one or more of the original constraints on the 
problem, and then solvi~g for a new value ·of the objective 
function. For example, the int~ger.constraint ,on the 
. . 
deci-sion variables not yet ass~gned in a partial solutton .. ,--·~ . 
could be relaxed,· and the solution value could be· dete·r-
mined for the ·mixed integer problem instead of· the integer· 
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problem. The. determination of a lower bound for partial 
., 
solutions to the partitioning problem is more complicated 
than for the. general IP problem, and is explained later 
in Chapter 4. The lower bound on ·node V is also a valid s 
lower bound for any of. its. successors because backtracking 
towards the root node eliminates the constraints along the 
path so tha.t those constraints are \relaxed. 
-An upper bound Ws is a solution value ~or Vs which 
' 
-
-satisfies W <W • An upper bound W on node V can be s- s s s 
obtained by finding a successor node Vt which is a 
feasible or constrained solution to the partitioning 
-problem so that Ws~Ws =Wt.For the partitioning problem, 
an upper bound ~n any solution node can be obtained by 
summing the WSS values for the unsplit subgroups associated 
-with that solution node. Thus, an initial upper bo .. und w0 
-for the root node is simply w0 = TSS 0 • However, onee a 
feasible or constrained solution Vt is found, then the 
-upper bound on the root node become~ w0~w0 = Wt. 
The solution node V is fathomeq if either of the s 
followi~g conditions (3.1) or (3.2) is satisfied: 
-w = w s -s 
-
(3 .1) 
( 3·. 2) 
If condition (3.1) occurs, then a better solution to the 
partitioning proble~ cannot be obtairied because that 
..,. • j l 
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solution is already either feasible or constrained and 
further branchi~g would cause fnfeasibility. If condition 
(3.2) occurs, then no successor of V8 can provide a 
solution that is any better than the incumbent op~imal 
-
I) The general branch and bound enumeration procedure 
consists of the steps descri~~d·below (26, pp. 111-113). 
Step 1: (initialization) Start at the root node v0 
- Then go to Step 2. 
, 
Step 2: (Branching) If a live node canJot be found, 
I 
I. 
then go to Step 6. Otherwise branch to a live solution 
node Vt which is a successor of the current node Vs where 
Vt becomes the current node. Then go to Step 3. 
Step 3: (Bounding) Determine the lower bound !s for 
the current solution node. Then go to Step 4. 
Step 4: (Fathoming, first condition) If the lower 
. 
a 
bound determin~d in Step 3 did not satisfy condition (3.1), 
then. go to Step 5. Otherwise, the node Vs is fathomed and 
- - - -Ws = Ws. Then let w0 = min (Ws,w0 ), and go to Step 6. 
Step 5: (Fathoming, second condition) If the lower 
bound determined in Step 3 satisfies condition (·3~2), theri 
V is fathomed, and Step 6 is. performed next. Otherwise, s 
neither of the fath~ming conditions (3.1) nor (3.2) is 
satisfied, and Step 2 is performed next • 
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Step 6: (Backtracki~g) The current solution node is 
fathomed, and a new branch must be soµght by backtracki~g 
towards the root node v0 • If the current node is the 
root node, then the enumeration is c·omplete, and Step· 7 
is perfo·rmed next. Otherwise, backtrack to the pr.edecessor 
of the current n.ode, and. go to Step 2. 
-St~p 7: (Termination) If w0 c TSS0 , then no 
-feasible solution was found. If w0<TSS0 , then the parti• 
tion sequence which yielded that solution value is an 
optimal solution. 
One of the most critical steps in the branch and 
bound procedure is the determination of lower bounds. If 
the constraints are relaxed improperly, the lower bound 
may not reflect feasibility sufficiently, and the fathom-
ing becomes less effective which results in enumeration of 
more branches [26]. The branch and bound procedure has 
been modified to solve particular classes of integer 
programming problems, such as the MCP problem with binary 
integer variables which is described below. 
Implicit Enumerat·ion 
Implicit enumeration (IE) a~gorithms are br•nch and 
bound procedures des~gned specifically for linear pr~gram-
' 
ming problems with binary int~ger variables [2,5,26,27,28, 
51,59]. A particular type of IE aJgorithm has be~n 
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.. developed especially for MCP problems, and its basic 
features can be adapt.ed for solvi~g the MC~ probl~m of 
partitioning. First, a brief survey will be. iiven, 
followed by a description of the state vector recordi~g 
proced·ure which keeps track of the decision variables 
as they are assigned specific values in the enumeration 
tree. 
One of the first significant techniques developed 
specifically for binary IP problems was the implicit 
-enumeration algoritha published by Balas [5] in 1965. 
Followi~g this initial contTibution, several modifications 
to Balas' algorithm were proposed. Glover [29] developed 
a backtracking procedure for exhaustive search which \ 
reduced the storage requirements and improved the 
efficiency of the algorithm. Geoffrion [27, 28] combined 
Glover's backtracking scheme with Balas' algorithm and 
s::. 
added some stronger tests wilch further improved the 
algorithm. Lemke and Speilberg [51] developed an IE 
a~gorithm which utilizes a state vector to record both 
the variables in solution and the variables free to b~ 
assigned t~ the solution. Then a·preferred set,whit~ is a 
subset of the free variables,·is defined by applyi~g 
certain qualification tests to the free variables. 
~lex•nder I2] developed an.IE a~gorithm specifically f~r 
~ MCP problems and incorporated the backtra·c.k:l>~~g scheme and 
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the state vector reco.rding procedure. 
Alexander's IE a:1,.gorithm dir.ectly :accounts for the 
multiple·""cho·ice constraints and, as he pr.edict.ad and 
# °'\erified, his algorithm generally converges to an optimal 
solution faster than a general IE algorithm which must 
search a much larger solution space. The major steps o.f 
Alexander's algorithm are.basically the same as in the 
general branch and bound procedure, and the details of 
his IE algorithm·· can be found in [ 2]. The most usefu·l 
feature of his IE algorithm, in regard to the MCP 
problem of partitioning, is the state vector recording 
procedure. 
The state vector utilized in Alexander's algorithm 
provides a concise and efficient means of recording all 
of the branches as they are explored in the enumeration 
tree. The state vector G records the following information: 
1) which decision variables are included in or 
excluded from the solution where these 
variables are assigned a value of 1 or O, 
respectively. 
2) which decision variables are free to be · 
assigned to the solution by adding a new 
branch to the enumeration tree • 
• 
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3) the order in which the deeision variables 
are ass~gned specific values in the 
solution which is indicat.ed by the 
node level of each branch. 
state of each decis.ion variable UR,j i·s i.ndicated by 
value of its correspondi~g element GR,j in the state 
vector. If G R,j is >O,<O, or = o, then UR,j is included 
in the solution,(i.e., u 1j = 1), excluded from the 
solution (i.e., u 1 j = O), or f~ee to be added to the 
solution, respectively. Also, lc1 jl>o indicates the node 
level in the enumeration tree where u 1 j was assigned a 
value of 1 or O if G!j is >O or <O, respectively. Thus, 
the state vector must be updated every time the branching 
and backtracking steps are performed. 
Often times the lower bound results in fathoming only 
when the partial solution is nearly feasible or complete. 
But since lawer bounding requires the relaxation of one 
or more constraints, the lower bound may not reflect 
feasibility well enough to allow effective fathoming. 
This difficulty, however, i,s not uncommon among most 
branch and bound procedures. The IE algorithm for MCP 
problems provides a basis for developi~g a ~ran~h and 
) 
bou.nd procedure for solvi~g the MCP probl,em of part·it.ionipg·· 
as d~scrib.ed below. 
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IE Procedure for Part·ition·1·ng· ·Prob·1·em 
In the preceding sections, it was shown how an 
enumeration tree can be us.ed to represent solutions to 
the partitioni~g problem defined by (2.14·)-(2.18). Then 
the branch and bound con·cept was introduced as a metho.d 
for systematically searchi~g the solutton nodes in an 
' enumeration tree. Following that was &.;·brief description 
of an IE algorithm for optimizi~g MCP problems where a 
state vector was used to record the node level at which 
each decision variable was specifically assigned a value 
of O or 1. However, the MCP formulation of the partition-
ing problem is more complicated than the general MCP 
problem in two major ways. 
First, the decision variables in the partitioning 
problem can never be completely defined because the 
size of the collective set J exceeds 106 even for samll 
SP-trees. The branching and backtracking steps of the 
implicit enumeration method involve the selection and 
removal, respectively, of solution nodes in the enumeration 
tree. Furthermore, the branching and backttackt•g steps 
require that the sets of decision variables J and J be u s 
redefined when a new solution riode is added to the 
enumeration tree or when a solution node- is fathomed and 
. 
must be eliminated from the·enumeration tree. This aspe~t· 
of the parti,tioni1tg problem requires additional indexing 
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vectors to record which decision variables are in sets 
Ju and J • 
Second, the lower bound on a partial solution cannot 
u 
he determined by methods conventionally employed in branch 
and bound algorithms for. gen·eral IP pr ..oblems. The lower 
bounds for a binary IP problem are usually determined by 
relaxi~g a few of the original constraints and then 
solving for a new solution value. But for nontrivial 
sized partitioni~g problems, the lower bounds cannot be 
determined so easily because it is impossible to define 
all of the decision variables at once. A method will be 
developed for determining a lower bou-rtd on any partitioning 
solution by estimating the potential reduction in pooled 
WSS for the unsplit subgroups in that solution. This 
method considers all of the alternative partitions for 
-· 
the current unsplit subgroups, but all of the decision 
variables in set J are n~t required at one time. A 
candidate partition is chosen for branching by recording 
which alternative partition contributed the greatest 
red·uction towards the lower bound value. Although the 
lower bou.ndi~g step provides crucial information for 
branchi~g and fathomi~g, the branch and bound procedure 
is not. ~irectly involved in the actual operation of the 
lower bou.ndi~g procedur~. Hence, the specific concepts .. 
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and details· of the lower boundi~g procedure will be 
presented later in Chapter 4. 
In order to clarify the state vector r.eco.rdi~g 
procedure, the notation for the implicit en·umeratiqn 
.; 
• 
a~gori thm is 'summar-iz.ed in Table 3. 4. The branch ··and 
bound piocedure for implicitly enumerati~g all combina~ 
tions of partitions· consists of the six major steps in 
F~gure 3.5. The first step (initialization) goes directly 
to the lower boundi~g step instead of the branching step 
since the candidate partition is determined from the 
results of the lower boundi~g procedure. The branch and 
·bound procedure is described in relation to: the ·sP-tree, 
-
solution nodes in the enumeration tree, the general- branch 
and bound concept, the implicit enumeration algorithm -... 
for HCP problems, and the state vector recording procedure. 
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TABLE 3.4 
• NOTATION USED IN I,E, PROCEDURE FOR PARTITIONING PROBLEM 
G 
F 
G. 
J 
PS 
FS 
·»e·t·1n·1·t1·on 
Elements in state ~ector correspondi~g to 
decision variable u1j 
. {Gtj lutj e: Ju U Js} 
Element in G where u1 is free to be ass~gn.ed to the solutioi and jis indicated by G1j=O 
· {F tj I G.e;j=O}, ergo: ·F~G 
-{G1 jlu1j represents the 1-th alternative 
pa:tition for tµe j-th su~group Sj where 
1 - 0,1,2, ••• ,Lj} 
.(F1 jlF1j £ Cj} 
Node level of current solution node in 
enumeration tree 
Decision variable representing the candidate 
partition to be imp~sed on the current 
solution via the brattching step 
Decision variable representing the last 
' 
partition chosen such that u1 j - 1 -
· {G1j I u~j e: Gj} 
. {Ftjlu:j e: G } j 
A. 
. { G.lj I utj € Gj} 
fit 
· {F tj I uij e: Gj} 
Partial solution 
\ Feasible solution 
CS Constrained solution 
" 
OS Optimal solution 
67 
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1. 1·n1 tia11zat1·on 
., 
(a) Construct initial partition set I 
and d.efine J • u 
(b) Ini tial-ize stat.e vector G. 
-
_· (c) Set upper bou.nd w0•TSS 0 • 
,_. _______________________ ---i_ 
(a) Determine W for current solution 
-s 
node V 
s * (b) Record candidate partition u1 j 
(c) If V is FS or CS, then set V =W s s -s 
(b) 
- -
- -If W =W <W0 , s s then record V as the s 
-incumbent OS, let 
Step 5. 
W0=W, and go to 
-s 
4. Br·anchi·ng 
(a) 
(b) 
* Impose 
update 
u 1 j on current solution and G. 
* If uij ? u0 , then partition s~ts and 
construct new 
aµgment G 
* (c) If u 1 j = uOj' then simply update G 
' 
(d) If any new subgroup is frozen, then 
choose u~j and return go to Step 4(a). 
(e) If no new subgroups are frozen, then 
go to Step 2. 
7LOWCHART OF BRANCH AND BOUND PROCEDURE-
.. 
FOR FARTITIONING PROBLEM 
.. , 
FIGURE 3.5 
(P.~ge 1 of 2) 
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(a) 
(b) 
Racktrack to last partition assigned 
to enumeration tree where 01j a 1 
f\ 
Exclude u1j and set free all excluded partitions. associated with u1j 
(c) If u8 j ,j F j ,j II, then. go to Step 2 
• 
flt * (d) If u0 j = Fj, then choose u0 j and go to Step 4 
f't 
(e) If F0 = Fj = II, then. go to Step 6 
flt ,.. 
(f) If FO ; Fj = II, then return to Step S(a) 
-(a) If w0 = TSS 0 , then no feasible solution 
was found. 
-(b) If w0 < TSS 0 , then the partition 
sequence which produced w0 is. the OS 
FLOWCHART OF BRANCH AND BOUND PR8CEDURE 
FOR PARTITIONING PROBLEM 
FIGURE 3.5 
(P~ge 2 of 2) 
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Step 1: (Initialization) Construct the initial 
partition set for the or~ginal data group which is 
represented by the root node in the enumeration tree. 
Define th.e decision variables u10 and obj·.ective coeffi-
cients c10 for the initial partition set where 
t = O,l,2, ••• ,L0 • Create J with the new decision u 
, 
variables for th~ initial partition set. Define the 
state vjctor G = {G1 jlu1 j € 
setti~g GR,j = 0 for all u1 j 
-
J} and initialize G by u 
e J. Set the upper bound u 
-
ontthe root node w0 = TSS 0 = c0 0 , and then go to Step 2. 
' Step 2: (Lower Bounding) Determine the lower bound 
W for the current solution node V. Record the candidate -s s 
* partition u 1j which contributed the greatest reduction 
towards· W • If V is an FS or CS, then record the -s s 
-associat'ed partition sequence and set W 8 =· !!,8 • The~g-1-0 
to Step 3. 
-Step 3: (Fathoming) If Ws = Rs' then the solution 
node V represents an FS or CS for the partitioning s . 
-Problem, and V is fathomed. However, if W ·>w, then the s s ~ 
solution node V represents a PS, and V is not necessarily s s 
fathomed. There are three possible conditions at this 
point: 
--
.. 
. . 
• L I ,. ~ 1) 
2) 
3) 
w • .. - w -s w > - 0 ' ,' 1 ,- •• ·• . . s 
-
__ . ..-'-' . - ~ - :.:· ... _. -- . ··- - ---- - --- ---· , .. ---· ~ .. 
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- w -w w ' - < 
s -s~ 0 
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-- w WO w ·_> < s ~s 
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If the first co.ndition occurs, then V is fathomed, and s 
go to Step 5. If the s.eco.nd condition occurs, then the 
partition sequence re·present.ed by V b.ec·omes the i.ncumbent ~ . s 
-OS. Let w0 =· ! 8 , and_ go to Step 5 si:nce V 8 is fathomed. 
If the third co.ndition ·.occurs,.~:·then V is not fathomed, s 
and further improvement is possible, Continue searching 
* by_ goi~g to Step 4 with ti1 j representi~g the candidate 
partition. 
Step 4: (Branchi~g) Impose the candidate partition 
* on the current S·P-tree where u1 j correspon~s to that 
partition. Update the state vector G to reflect the new 
* * branch for u1 j = 1 by setting G1 j = * NL s * where NL' is the s 
level of the new solution node in the enumeration tree. 
Then exclude all other free variables, ff any, in the 
* * subset of decision variables Fj which contains u1 j by 
. I * setting u 1 j • 0 for {u1 j u 1 j £ Fj}. This is accomplished 
by setting G1 j• -NL: fo:· {G 1 jlu1.J e: F;}. If u:jll'e.pr.ese,n~ 
a non-null partition, u1 j ~ uOj' then create two new 
sibling subgroups in the SP-tree and construct a partition 
set for each new subgroup where a frozen subgroup only has 
a null partitiort. A~gment G, F, and Ju with the free 
variables for the new partition sets. Remove the subset 
- * 
·{u1 jlu1 j s Gj} from Ju and ~ugment Js with that subset. 
· Then if any new su~group is frozen, the alternative 
• 
partition for the frozen subgroup with the la:rgest Tss·· 
. . . 
. . 
,, 
f • 
Ji 
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b·ecomes th.e next candidate partition * UR,j and repeat 
Step 4. If none of the new su~groups are frozen, then 
* go to Step 2. However, if u1 j represents a null~partition, 
then no new subgroups are created by imposing this parti-
* tion. Remove the subset {u1 jlu1 j £ Gj} from Ju and F, and 
then a~gment J with that subset. Then if any new subgroup s 
I is fr_ozen, the ilternative partition for that subgroup 
* becomes the next candidate partition u1 j and Step 4 is 
repeated again. However,, if none of the new subgroups are 
frozen, then go to Step 2. 
Step 5: (Backtracking) Start at the current solut~on 
node Vs and backtrack toward the root node v0 until a 
branch is found where u1 j=l is the constraint represented 
by that branch. The partition associated with u1 j is the 
last partition imposed on the SP-tree. This is accomplish-
A A 
ed by searching G for: NL 8 = G&j • max {G1 jjG1j>O} where 
NL 
s 
is the node level in the enumeration tree at which u1j 
was ~ssigned a value of 1. The subsets of decision 
variables associated with the two sibling subgroups created 
by the partition for u1 j must then be removed from Ju and 
G, and the subset Gj containing u1 j must be removed from 
1 
J and re-enter J. Then set free all decision variables s u 
that weze excluded at node.level NL or at a lower node . s 
-~ 
. . level. This is accomplished by revising the $t,ate vec_tQr · 
G: 
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Then branch to a new solution node by setti~g G.e.j·· -NLs 
~ 
which excludes µR.j from consideration ,for further branch-
ing and is equivalent to setting ~R.j = o. If the subset 
. r 
of decision variables Gj now has at least two free 
variables, then one of them must be a nort-null partition, 
,., 
so go to Step 2. Or if the subset Gj contains only one 
free variable which is a null partition, then choose 
as a candidate partition, and go to Step 4. 
,,. 
If F = j 
" and the subset of decision variables containing u1 j 
represents the partition set associated with the root 
node, then the enumeration is complete, and go to Step 6. 
~ A 
However, if Fj=f but the subset Gj is not associated with 
the root node, then Step 5 must be repeated. 
Step 6: (Termination) The implicit enumeration 
'-. 
-search is complete at this point. If w0 = TSS 0 , then no 
feasible solution was found, but this condition is extreme-, 
ly.· unlikely since it means that no combination of M 
partitions was able to explain ·a·ny of the response 
variation. Hence, this condition is indicative of an 
impr~per selection of the control parameters. However~ if 
- -W0<TSS0 , then the partition sequence which yielded w0 is 
the optimal solution. 
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The IE precedure for MCP problems was modified as 
describ.ed ab.ove to find the optimal solution to the 
partitioni;ng problem defined by (2 •. l.4·) .... (2 .• 1-8). The 
procedure for determini~g lower bounds for p·artitioni~g 
solutions will be. develop.ed next in Ch~pter 4 • 
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CHAPTER 4 
-~ 
LOWER BOUNDING PROCEDURE 
In the IE a~gori thm f·or s.olvi~g t.he MCP ·probl·em of 
partitioni~g, th.e s:eco.nd step requ·ires the dete·rmination 
of a lower bound for th~ current partial solution. In a 
general IP probl-em, a lower bound can be obtained by 
' 
relaxing one or more constraints and then solving for a , 
new solution value in the expanded solution space. Also, 
it is highly desirable to have a lower bound which 
accounts for feasibility as much as possible because the 
effectiveness of the fathoming step is directly related 
to the validity of the lower bound. Since th~ a~llective 
set of decision variables J cannot be completely defined 
at any time, it is not immediately obvious how to go about 
relaxing constraints on undefined decision variables. 
One approach is to define the decision variables 
for one or two_ levels beyond the current members of J. 
u 
Rut this involves defining, indexing, and storing a rath~r 
large number of decision variables and obj ecti v-e· coef ff~,_-" 
cients for each partial solution. For example, from 
Table 3.2, we see that J could easily contain 500. decie u 
sion variables with about 50 decision variables in each 
partition set. If decisio~ variables in J 0 are defined 
I .. for two levels beyo.nd those in J , then there·'···· could be· u 
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almost 10,000 decision variables· i~ J 0 for each decision 
variable in J. ,~nee, it appears that this approach is ~ u 
impract:t,cal si·nce it requi.res an excess.ive amount of 
" . 
I• 
stor~ge. 
N.ext, we m~ght. cons.ider relaxi~g some of the 
constraints in (2.15)~(2.18) in the MCP formulation. 
First, the constraint on the number of final subgroups 
could be relaxed. But this was originally imposed as a 
safety measure to restrict the SP-tree to a managable 
size. Hence, relaxation of this constraint could lead 
to a lower boundi~g solution with far more subgroups than 
would be possible in the actual SP-tree. Second, the 
multiple-choice constraints cannot be relaxed because it 
is meaningless to simultaneously choose more than one . . 
alternative partition from each partition set. Finally, 
the last two constraints involve all decision variables, 
but consideration of the variables in J 0 has already 
been ruled out. It is possible to relax the integer 
constraint on the decision variables in J, but the 
' u 
optimal continuous solution would reflect only the 
immediate improvement offered by each alternative 
partition. Such a solution would not .allow consideration 
of the effects of imposi~g a sequ~nce of partitions on 
one of the current subgroups. 
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The lower boundi~g problem must focus on the 
potential improvement of.tered by each alternaiive 
partition represent.ed in J • This can .be :acc·omplis.hed u 
by examini~g the response values in the sibliµg su~groups 
created by ~ach alternative partition. A method is 
described below for s.plitting these response values into 
one-dimensional clusters so that the lower bounding pro-
lem can be formulated ~s an MCP pro&lem which can then be 
solved for an optimal continuous solution via the decom-
position method of linear pr~gramming. 
Lower Bounding Prob·lem 
For a partial solution to the partitioning problem, 
the lower bounding problem involves estimating the minimum 
WSS that can be achieved by further partitioning. A 
current partial solution can be improved only by s~lecting 
non-null partitions represented in J which are unexplored u 
(i.e., u1 j e F). However, any frozen subgroups in the 
partial solution must also be included in:.theJ..lower bound 
value, but the associated decision variables are contained 
in J instead of J. The frozen subgroups are indicated s u 
Some of the decision variables in J may have 
u 
been excl.ud.ed from consideration by previous explorat-ion, .... 
and this _is indicated by G1 j<O. Tbtis, the lower b-0undi~g 
problem involves all currently frozen sub~~oups· plus the 
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free alternative partitions which are indicated by G1j•O. 
or, equivalently, by u1j e F. 
The constraints (2.15)-(2.18) are still imposed on 
the free decision variables, but the 
remain fixed so that the sets J and 
s 
membership of J can 
,,,_ u 
J do not need to be u 
redefined during the lower bounding procedure. A pair of 
temporary sibling subgroup~ can be co~structed from a 
current subgroup by imposing a non-null partition. These 
" 
temporary subgroups are saved until the minimum WSS values 
are determined, and then they are discarded. In each 
temporary subgroup, the WSS can be reduced by splitting 
the response values into disjoint clusters where these 
values are rank-ordered on the axis of the response· 
variable and may include some repeated values. A one~ 
dimensional clustering method can be used to determine the 
minimum WSS when the response values are split into m 
clusters where the following terms are defined: 
m = number of one-dimensional clusters formed 
from eac~ temporary subgroup 
= 1,2,3, .•• ,M 
C 
M = maximum number of clusters to be formed c· 
' 
= M - M - 1 s 
·.i.,.;., 
(~ 
J./i,: 
.·~, .. M 
s 
,'{t,-; 
subgroups in current SF-tree :r:~· = number of unsplit 
incl.uding the frozen subgroups 
. , 
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Suppose, for example, that there is one alternative 
partition f O (1) for. t.he or~ginal su~gr.o~p s0 wh·ere M•4 
as s~own in F~gure 4.1. 
.. 
,_. 
Original Su~g~oup 
TS 1 Temporary TS 2 Subgroups 
CL 1 (1) CL 2 (1) 
.--.---~~~ 
--- ~ ~-.--
CL1 (2) Cluster CL 2 (2) Levels .. - ---...-
-----~ 
CL 1 (3) CL 3 (3) 
FORMATION OF ONE - DIMENSIONAL CLUSTERS 
IN TEMPORARY SUBGROUPS 
FIGURE 4.1 
--- ·"\:'" .;. ... 
The term CLk(m) represents the WSS value where the 
response values in the k-th temporary subgroup TSk are 
,. 
split into m clusters such that the pooled WSS of the 
clusters is minimiz.ed. 
• 
' - ·., . ' .-., 
·'·· 
... -~ -. . 
·.,. 
,' . "I;, . 
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A lower bound. can be. determined by choosi~g 
exactly one cluster lev·e1 f·or each temporary s.u~group 
aucb. th.at the sum ct1·(m) + CL 2 (m) is minim·ized and the 
sum of chosen cluster levels is no greater than M. This 
. C 
problem of selecti~t c·lust·er levels can easily be formu-
l~t.ed as an MCP problem which w111·b:e described later. 
.. 
But suppose the partition set contains several alternative 
partitions as shown in Figure 4.2. Now the lower bound 
is determined by first choosi~g exactly one non-null 
partition and then choosing exactly one non-null cluster 
level for each temporary subgroup associated with the 
chosen partition plus choosing ·null cluster levels for 
all other temporary subgroups. The cluster levels must 
include a null level (m=O) for the temporary subgroups 
associatea-with the unchosen partitions where CLk(O) = O. 
~ Hence, the lower bounding problem becomes an MCP 
problem with two sets ·of multiple-choice constraints: one 
set for the alternative partitions associated with an 
unsplit su~group, and one ·set for the cluster levels 
. ass.ociat.ed with each temporary su~group. The partitions 
to be consider~~ in the· lower boundi~g ·problem are 
represented by the decision variables in. the set 
{u1jlu1j £For G0j > O} which includes all unexplored 
partitions in the current SP-tree plus all of the frozen 
I' . 
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. ·, 
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su~g~oups. The ,tructure shown in F~gure 4.2 can be 
extended to include partition aets for all unsplit sub-
groups in a partial s.o·lution. 
--.. 
.. 
so I 
. 
P(O) p (1) P(2) p (3) 
/ /"' • /"'- /"'--
TS 0 TS 1 TS 2 TS 3 TS4 TS 5 TS 6 
. 
•V 
CLO ( 0) CL l ( 0) CL 2 ( 0) CL J ( 0) CL 4 ( 0) CL S ( 0) CL 6 ( 0) 
.. 
I ' I. 
''· -
------ -1-----1 +-----· 
CLUSTER LEVELS FOR MULTIPLE 
ALTERNATIVE PARTITIONS 
FIGURE· 4. 2 
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The lower boundi~g problem for any partial solution 
can be formulated as an MCP problem where the objective 
coefficients are determined by formipg Mc one-dimensional 
clusters for each t·emp·orary su~group. In the next 
section, a~ dynamic ·pr~gramm~~g a_lgorithm will be d·escribed 
" 
which can be us.ed to perform the one-dimensional cluster-
ing. Then the MCP formulation for the lowerboundtng,prob-· 
lem will be presented. The MCP pro}lem of lower bounding 
can then be efficiently solved by applying the dec?mposi-
tion method of linear programming to obtain an optimal 
continuous solution which is an accurate approximation of 
. 
the optimal integer solution to the lower bounding 
problem • 
Dynamic Programming Method For Clustering I 
The response values in the temporary subgroups can be 
split into m one-dimensional clusters by means of a 
dynamic programming (DP) algorithm proposed by Rao [64]. 
The objective of the DP clustering algorithm is the 
minimization of the pooled WSS of the disjoint clusters 
by solvi~g the recursion formula (4.1) form clusters. 
Rm (b) - min w + R 1 (a-1), Di ~ 2 ab <, m-
-
.'l<'.a<b 
- - (4 .1) 
= wlb 
' 
m = ··1 
J°" ,.,.,. 
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where the indices have the ra~ges: 
a• 1,2,3, ••• ,b · 
b • m,m + 1, m + 2, ••• ,nljr 
m .. 1 , 2 , 3 , ••• ;,M ~ .i n .t·j r 
- li:'i· 
,. 
The terms in the recursion formula are defined as follows: 
' "! ·.;· 
R (b) • minimum WSS for b rank ordered response m 
values which are clustered into m disjoint 
groups 
wab • WSS for response values a through b, 
inclusively, which is computed from 
equation (4.2)given below 
m = stage of DP procedure which represents the 
number of clusters fo~med from the response 
values 
= total number of response values in temporary 
subgroup created by partition Pj(i) 
-associated with U-R,j where r = 0 or ~ if 
the temporary subgroup is above or below 
the partition value, respectively 
M = maximum number of clusters to be formed C 
M 
s 
·.• 
,r• . 
' ' . 
= number of unspli t su1> grou'.ps iii the cu:f·re•niti,.:: 
SP-tree includi~g frozen s~bgroups 
,, 
', 
\ 
.. 
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The values for w8 b are defined by the followi~g expression: 
· l . · ·1 ' ( b ) 2 . 
... \b..;a+1) f ~t•a Y·t , .for .a<b 
(4 •. 2) 
• 0 
, for a•b 
Several· modificatiQns to the DP clustering method 
were considered in an attempt to reduce the time and 
, 
storage requirements with a minimal loss of accuracy. 
First, a Fibonacci search was examined for finding the 
minimum value of R (b) over the range of index variable m 
a. Rm(B) is the sum of two terms where one term is 
monotonically increa·sing and the other term is monoton~ 
ically de.creas--i.n~.. -~'.But:.::rsince this sum is not always 
unimodal over the range of a, the Fibonacci search 
procedure is not valid. 
However, the efficiency of the DP clustering method 
can be improved by the following: 
1) coarse-grid search 
\ 
2) storing th~ wab values to eliminate repeat.ed 
computations. 
First, a coarse~grid search requires that the function 
R (b) be evaluated only for widely spaced values of· the m 
index variables, a and b [8, 59]. · So instead of 
incrementi~g a and b by 1, they can be incremented by 
I 
some arbitrary_ grid" size, d> 1. However, a coarse~grid· _ 
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search usually involves the use of interpolation to 
ohtain values for ~ 1 (a""l) in the .. r.ec·ursion formula ~~ m ... 
and intr:oduces s·ome amount of ap·prox·imation e·rror.. In 
. developing a coars·e~grid procedure, an ini ti.al attempt 
resulted in the following indexi~g scheme where dis 
the grid· size: 
a = d, 2d, 3d, ••• ,b (4.3) 
b .. m d , ( m+ 1 ) d , ( m+ 2 ) d , • • • , [ n 1 j r / d ] d , n 1 j r 
The~e*p~ession [i/j]=k is the greatest integer such that 
j k ~ i < j(k+l). This indexing scheme requires inter-
polation to obtain estimates for Rm-l (a-1) tn (4.1). To 
minimize the approximation error, a quadratic equation 1!!":'..1 
was fitted to the values for R 1 (a -d), R 1 (a), and m- m-
R 1 (a+d), and then the value for R 1 (a-1) was computed m- m-
directly from the fitted equation. However, this inter-
polation'procedure was time consuming and introduced 
considerable error in the·WSS values for the one-dimension-
al clusters. 
An efficient and more accurate coarse-grid procedure 
was developed by modifyi~g the indexing scheme as follows: 
I. 
- ... / '1 
aL 
bL 
a 
b 
= 1 + d (m~l) 
= m ,d 
= a1 ,.a1 + d, a1 + 2 d, ••• ,d[(b-·1)/.d] + 1 
= bL,bL.+ d, bL + 2 ·d, ••• ,d[(N-U/d], N 
J' !)I. 
... 
8'5· 
. . ,, 
,,,', :., ,! .••"'. .';,.·., .: . ...;: ·; . 
.• 
,. 
\ 
.. ••1-·.\, . , ,',. 'II 
(4.4) ·_; 
· . .I 
·. 
I . 
.. . ~" .. 
, '.' . 
• 
,. 
PB.f usi~g these index values, the values of R 1 (a-1) are m-
ob.tained d·trectly. f r·om the precedi~g at~ge since for any 
g~ven values of m and b, we.have: a ... 1 = b.-d. Thus, 
interpolation is not required and the solution values for 
each grid can be. c·omput.ed very quickly. Although 
approxi-~tion error is still introduced, it is generally 
much less than the error caused by the quadratic inter-
polation procedure, . ~ 
· 
Second, the values of w8 b for all combinations of 
a and bare used in each stage of the DP procedure. Since 
these values do not change from one stage to another, it 
is not really necessary to recompute them at each stage. 
The values of wab form a lower triangular matrix for 
which the total number of elements is N where N = w w 
(k2 + k)/2 and k = I (ntj r + d - 1)/d] and there are k 
rows in the matrix. The values of wab can be compactly 
stored in a 1 x N array to eliminate the zero entries w 
in. the upper portion of the coefficient matrix. Thus, 
after the second stage of the DP procedure is completed 
(i.e., m:> 2), the terms .in the recurs ion formula can be 
comput.ed by simple addition sin.ce the wab values are 
·, 
already stor.ed and Rm-l (a-1) is always .availalle from 
the precedi~g st~ge. 
( 
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Another modif.ication which saves time and storage 
is the elimination of the table of values for i.ndex 
variable at· each .st~ge. In the one-d·imensional cluster-
11.~g prob.lem, these -tabulat.ed i.ndex v.alues would be used 
to define the e~act clusters which minimized the WSS for 
each combination of m and b. However, the lower boundi~g 
problem only requires the WSS values for each cluster 
level m, so that the exact configuration of the optimal 
.... 
clusters is not needed. 
This DP clustering procedure can be applied to the 
response values in each tempora·'ry subgroup to obtain the 
WSS values for each cluster level. These WSS values can 
.. then be used as objective coefficients in the MCP 
formulation of the lower bounding problem as described 
below. 
Mc·p Problem for Lower Bounding 
The lower bounding problem involves the f orm·ation of 
one-dimensional clusters from the response values in each 
temporary subgroup. A pair of temporary subgroups can be 
constructed from a current subgroup by imposing one of 
its associated non-null partitions. By applying the DP 
clustering algorithm, a set of WSS values can be determined 
for the cluster levels in each te~porary ·subgroup. When a 
new partition set enters the SP-tree, the.WSS values of tht!>:··:· 
... 
. , 
.,~ I I,'• 
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clusters are computed only once and are finally removed t 
after every alternative partition in the associated 
partition set has been either explored or fathomed. But 
for a given partial solution in the enumeration tree, 
the lower bounding problem must only include the WSS 911> 
values for clusters from the frozen subgroups and from 
the subgroups associated with the unexplored partitions. 
The lower bounding problem can be expressed as an 
MCP problem where the objective is the minimization of 
the pooled WSS and the binary decision variables represent 
the cluster levels in each temporary subgroup. The 
objective coefficients in the MCP formulation are based 
on the WSS values for the one-dimensional clusters formed 
from the temporary subgroups. For each current subgroup, 
exactly one partition must be chosen which, if non-null, 
creates two temporary subgroups for clustering. Then in 
each temporary subgroup, exactly one cluster level must 
be ·chosen. Since the de~ision variables represent the 
cluster levels in each temporary subgroup the multiple-
choice constraint on the alternative partitions is not as 
straightforward as for the partitioning problem. To 
represent the case where an alternative partition was n~t 
chosen, null cluster level must be included where the 
alternative partition may be either null or non-null. A 
•• I 
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null partition does not split a current subgroup so that 
choosing a null partition only results in a single 
-
temporary subgroup which can.only be formed ·into a 
single cluster. A non-null partition creates a pair~bf 
temporary subgroups where the response values can be 
split inbo several clusters. The decision variables, 
objective coefficients, and other terms in the MCP 
formulation are defined as follows: 
v = decision variable representing them-th R,j rm 
cluster level in the r-th temporary sub-
' group constructed f~om a current subgroup 
by imposing the alternative partition Pj(t) 
r = indicator for temporary subgroup where 
r = 0 or 1 if the.~emporary subgroup is 
below or above the partition Pj(t), 
respectively. 
.. 
m = cluster level in the temporary subgroup 
Dtjrm = objective coefficient for vtjrm 
... 
•i 
= WSS value form-th cluster level in the 
r-th temporary subgroup created by the 
partition Pj(R,) 
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An example of. the constraint structure is shown in 
Figure 4.3 where two alternative partitions are 
associated with the j-th subgroup. ~he first constraint 
set (1) prevents too many cluster levels from being 
chosen. The sec-ond and third constraint sets (2) and (3) 
are effectively the multiple-choice constraint on the 
alternative partitions in the partition set. For example, 
if the null cluster level (m = O) is chosen in the first 
temporary-subgroup (r = O) created by Pj(l), then the 
second constraint requires that the null cluster level 
for the second temporary subgroup must also be chosen. 
A similar argument applied to the cluster levels for the 
second alternative partition Pj(2). Hence, if a non-null 
... 
cluster level is chosen in the first temporary subgroup 
for Pj(l), then a non-null cluster level must also be 
chosen in the s~cond temporary subgroup. But the third 
type of constraint prevents the selection of non-null 
·cluster levels in mote than one pair of temporary S:U:b:g" .. X"))·'.1.Jl-l;~rt-
•. ' 
.• ·. 
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Indi·ces 
R, 
j, 
• 
r 
m 
Constraints 
' 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(6) 
1 
.. , 
. 
ALTERNATIVE PARTITIO.NS 
P.j.(O.). p 1 (1) p 1· (.2) 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 
j j j j j j j j j j j 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
, 
0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 
1 -1 
1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 
.1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
~ 
.... 
CONSTRAINT STRUCTURE IN THE MCP 
PROBLEM FOR LOWER BOUNDING 
FIGURE 4.3 
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and requires the selection.of the non-null cluster level 
for the null partition if null cluster levels are chosen 
in all other temporary subgroups. Then the fourth type 
of constraint is the set of standard multiple-choice 
constraints for all cluster levels in each temporary 
,• 
.. 
subgroup and in the temporary subgroup for the null 
partition. For a frozen subgroup, only the cluster levels 
for the null partition would appear in the MCP formulation. 
For the general lower bounding problem, the formal express-
ion of the MCP problem is given by (4.5)-(4.11) where r 
and mare integer variables with the following ranges: 
1 < m < M 
- -
r = 0,1 
m = 0,1 
r = 0 
for Jl > 0 
for Jl = 0 
Thus, the MCP formulation for the lower bounding problem 
is: 
Minimize: Z. = l. l 
Jl,jeH r 
Subject to: 
l l l 
r m l,jeH 
R,>O 
l 
m 
V D Jlj rm R,j rm 
l 
R, 'j eH 
.f,=0 
V nj ·: --~. M 
J(, rm· -
,( 4. 5) 
(4. 6) 
.. 
. ,( 
•• 
\, '. \..'.'_;· I ' ' - ' ' 
~, .. , •.. .· - . .-· ,,' ·... 1.,.' -· 
··.~,.,::~,~1>·.J· ~ . .',:: ..... l., . 't"' d~, '"'/)" 
'·,·_·., '1 -J_- ' ' )' 'i 1 • 
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V R,j 00 - VR,jlO = 0 for R,, j eH and R,>O (4.7) 
2 VOjOl + l ·r l V • 2 for R,,jeHf (4.8) 
. R,j rm R,>O m>O r 
'> 
l (4.9) V • 1 for .R,,jeH and r 
-
0,1 . 1j rm m 
for 1,jeH :· 
e ; (4.10) 
vR,jrm • 0,1 for !,jeH~ r = 0,1 
and m = 0,1~.2, ••• ,M 
C (4.11). 
' . 
p • 
The MCP formulation for the lower bounding problem 
has a fairly simple structure as shown in Figure 4.3, but 
the number of decision variables and objective coeffi-
cients becomes rather large as the SP-tree is expanded. 
Since the lower bounding prob~em must be solved each 
time a new solution node enters the enumeration tree, 
an efficient method for solving this MCP problem is 
mandatory. Also, since the objective of lower bounding 
is to estimate the minimum WSS for a given partial solu~ 
tion, the value of the MCP solution is most important so 
that the integer constraint on the decision variables 
can be relaxed and fractional variables ;m.,ay,ii,, be 
_a:llow.ed in -.the eptimal.- solution. .,. The 
decom1>osition method of linear programming can be applied. 
to the ~CP problem for lower bounding to obtain an 
' .• 
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optimal continuous solution which closely approximates 
the optimal integer solution as explained below. 
Decomposition Principle 
' t 
The MCP formulation of the lower bounding problem 
contains integer variables and can be solved by direct 
application of IP methods. However, if the integer 
constraint on the decision variables vtjrm is relaxed, 
then a quick, fairly accurate approximation can be 
~ 
obtained by an optimal LP solution. The solutiori of 
the lower bounding problem can be further simplified by 
\ 
,, 
applying the decomposition principle to exploit the 
special structure of the constraints. A brief explanatidh 
of the decomposition principle is presented below with-
out any supporting theorems o·r proofs which may be found 
in [14, 33, 49]. The decomposition principle is then 
applied specifically to the MCP problem for lower 
bounding. 
The decomposition principle was first published by 
Dantzig and Wolfe [14, pp. 448-458]. The decomposition 
procedure is most efficient when applied to an LP problem 
whose constraint matrix has an angular structure where 
one or more independent blocks (Bj) are linked together 
,·, > 
': ' ,; '', ,-·.,, 
. ' . '.-, '.< 
. by a set of coupling equations (A1 ,A2 , ••• ,AP) as shown 
in.Figure 4.4. 
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FIGURE 4.4 
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The decomposition procedure operates by forming an 
equivalent "master problem" whose number of ro,vs is 
equal to the number of coupling equations plus the 
number of independent blocks which form the "sub-problems.'' 
The procedure then iterates between the master problem and 
the independent subproblems whose objective functions 
contain pricing information from the master problem. Since 
' the master problem contains only the coupling equations 
plus one constraint for each subproblem, the basis matrix 
is considerably smaller than the basis matrix required 
_ for the original LP problem. Thus, the decomposition 
procedure eliminates all zero coefficients and are part 
of the coupling equations or the independent blocks. How~ 
-ever, the number of columns is greatly increased in the 
master problem, but this is resolved by using a ''colµ..~n 
9.5 
.. 
• ';,r \l, .· ,:•-._• 
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generating'' technique to obtain the columns only as they 
~ are required for the simplex procedure. 
The decomposition principle can be applied to any 
LP problem by partitionin·g the constraints into two ; 
subsets so that p = 1 in Figure 4.4. Using this method 
to decompose the MCP formulation of the lower bounding 
problem, the first constraints contained in (4.6) are 
contained in the master problem and the other constraints 
in (4.7)-(4.10) are contained in _the sub1>roblem. The 
main advantages of decomposing the MCP problem are: 1) 
the constraints for the subproblem can be stored implicit-
ly so that its computer storage requirements are virtually 
eliminated, and 2) the subproblem can be solved simply 
by inspecting its objective coefficients so that the 
basis matrix and simplex procedure are not required for 
the subproblem. 
The MCP formulation in (4.5)-(4.11) can be expressed 
in a more compact form: 
Minimize: Z = D v 
Subject to: 
V > 0 
-
.. 
(4.12) 
(4.1)) 
( 4 .14) 
(4.15) 
Ji 
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The new terms in (4.12)-(4.15) are defined as follows: 
D .. 
.. 
h 
vector of objective coefficients (Dtjr•) 
vector of decision variables (vtjrm) 
vector of constraint coefficients which 
are defined by (4.6) 
constraint matrix whose coefficients are 
defined by (4.7)-(4.9) 
column vector of. constraints defined by 
the right-hand-side values in (4.7)-(4.9) 
-
The constraint matrices A1 and A2 can_ be stored implicitly 
by utilizing the state-vector G plus some indexing vectors 
to recordv the relations among the alternative partitions, 
temporary subgroups, and cluster levels. 
The decomposed form (4.12)-(4.15) of the MCP 
problem for lower bounding can be solved via the 
decomposition algorithm presented in [49, pp. 148-160] 
where the revised simplex method is used to solve the 
master problem and the subproblem is solved by simply 
inspecting its objective coefficients. When an optimal 
• 
continuous solution is obtained, the candidate p~rtition 
* u1j is determined by finding the alternative partition 
' Pj(1) whose associated cluster levels in the solution 
resulted in a maximum reduction of the WSS for subgroup 
·sj •. Although the optimal continuous solution· may contain 
97 
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some fractional variables, it provides a quick, fairly 
accurate approximation to the optimal integer solution • 
.•. 
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CHAPTER 5 
., 
PERFORMA~CE OF THE BRANCH AND BOUND PROCEDURE 
• 
In order to clarify th• operation of the branch and 
bound procedure for p~rtitioning, a detailed example is 
I 
presented below. At each step of bke procedure shown in 
Figure 3.5, the results are related to the following 
concepts: 
1) SP-tree and partition sets 
2) enumeration tree and solution nodes 
3) state vector· G 
4) temporary subgroups 
5) DP clustering procedure •· 
6) MCP problem for lower bounding 
·, 
Suppose we have a data set which consists of50 observations~ 
· 3 predictor variables, 2·alternative partitions for each 
predictor variable, a maximum of 4 final subgroups (M•4), a 
minimum sub$roup size of 5 (Nmin = 5),· and a minimum TSS of 
5% (TSSj 2:_0.0'S TSS 0 ). The partitioning values (:ii)k are 
given below in- Table 5.1, the response cells are shown in 
-Figure 5.1, and the cell sizes nt and the cell means Yt are 
given in Table 5.2. 
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Predictor 
Variable 
i 
1 
l 
:2: 
:2 
3: 
3 
- ....... 
I 
TABLE 5.1 
PARTITION VALUES 
Alternative 
Partition 
' k 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
•. 
·~· 
.;..: .. >\ ... ,;i··-··._.;·,'. 
.• 
.100 
Partition 
Value 
. c-i·1·> k 
10. 
30. 
20. 
45. 
15. 
35. 
0 
1 
·' 
Index for 
Partition Set 
1 
1 
2 
3 
·4 
. ' 
5 
6 
'::, . . ,·, , .. ,··. ·, 
' ,/ ,,-- • I,,,, .. "!' 
'•'.:•. ,· .. (,... 
'. 
I 
. ' . 
·:i ... / ' 
. j. 
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• 
,. ~ 
. 
Response Cells 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
' 
• 
~· 
(. 
I I l 
' ' ' ' o. 
-10. 20. 30. 40. so. 
·I· 
RESPONSE CELLS IN RELATION 
TO PARTITION VALUES 
FIGURE 5.1 
•\ 
. , · . 
·101 
• 
•• 
r 
(. 
' . 
/· 
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Response 
Cell 
t 
1 
2 
5 
TABLE 5.2 
• 
DESCRIPTION OF RESPONSE CELLS 
Cell 
Size· 
10 
5 
5 
10 
5 
10 
5 
' .. 
Cell 
Mean 
-
3.787 
3.727 
1.289 
7.914 
6.072 
5.989 
9.711 
102 
',· 
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' ,\~ '. • .. -\,, .. ' 
d 
... 
Sum 'of 
Squares 
sst 
5.8206 
1.0918 
1.9836 
3.6789 
1.3164 
5.4491 
1.2351 
I' ,'I, ' 
'\.,". ·, 
... 
•· 
.. ' 
,, 
' ,' 
\' 
The SP-tree initially consists of the original subgroup 
and a partition set which contains the alternative 
partitions .. listed in Table 5.1. The enumeration tree 
. 
initially contains only the root node v0 , and the state 
vector G is initialized with zeros as shown in Table 5.3 
;. 
TABLE 5.3 
INITIAL VALUES IN .STATE VECTOR 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
\ 
j 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
GR,. J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-The upper bound w0 is set equal to TSS0 , and the 
initialization step is complete. 
,. 
Then in the lower bounding step, temporary subgroups 
are constructed for the unexplored ·partitions in the 
initial partition set. The WSS values for the cluster 
levels are determined via the DP clustering algorithm:, il.t,1,d 
the results are shown in Table 5.4. 
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R, 
-
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5 
Temporary 
Subgroup 
j 
-
0 
O' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
r 
-
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
I 
TABLE 5.4 
WSS VALUES FOR CLUSTER 
LEVELS IN TEMPORARY SUBGROUPS 
• 
l' 
Response 
Cells· WSS Values 
1,2, ••• ,7 
2 , 3 , • • • , 7 
1 
5,6,7 
1,2,3,4 
4,5,6,7 
1,2,3 
7 
1,2,. • • ,6 
3,4,5,6,7 
1,2 
m=l 
285.34 
255.40 
3.58 
57.75 
177.31 
67.73 
36.88 
1.24 
195.19 
222.79 
5.62 
m=2 
-
85.67 
.58 
,.so 
40.56 
16.46 
7.60 
' 
.14 
67.36 
69.71 
1.33 
,. 
.•.. 
m=3 
-
34.41 
.09 
2.31 
11.28 
8.91 
3.32 
.03 
30.19 
18.45 
.36 
..... ..;_ 
r~ 
,_. 
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·.~. :.~ .' ~:'- ~ ~~, 
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·.:..· 
~· · ... · ..
: ... ;._! ' 
~; •• A~ .. 
·.1-' ~· •. 
.6 0 0 6,7 51.40 5.16 1 •. 93 
._'{,. 
': 
6 0 1 1,2, ••• ,5 184.58 V' 53.18 20 .• 28 
\~':~ 
-_-.... fift,r•."h 
Sinc~:there must be no more than three cluster levels in 
each temporary subgroup, the minimum WSS for each alterna-
tive partition P0 (t) can Be-determined by a few simple 
calculations, and the results are given in Table 5.5. 
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TABLE 5.5 
.. 
MINIMUM WSS VALUES FOR 
ALTERNATIVE PARTITIONS 
Partition 
R, 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Subgroup 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Minimum 
l-1SS Values 
285.34 
37.98 
47.06 
24.06 
31.42 
24.06 
58.34 
• 
.• 
-Since the partitions associated with u3 , 0 and u5 , 0 have 
the minimum WSS values, the candidate partition can be 
* arbitrarily chosen as u5 , 0 • Also, the current solution 
node is the root node so that it represents a PS and 
-hence: w0 > !a· 
Next, the fathomi~g step is performed by comparing 
upper and lower bounds: 
\ 
i 
-W = 285.34 > W = 24.06 a. -o 
Therefore, v6 is not fathomed, and the branching step is 
performed next. 
.. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND· RECOMMENDATIONS 
The implicit enumeration procedure and the lower 
b-ounding technique developecf in this thesis are the 
results of an attempt to provide an improved method 
... 
for detecting interaction effects in a response 
.variable. Mo•t statistical methods for analyzing 
response variation in sample data encounter difficulties 
due to interaction effects and predictor variables which 
may be intercorrelated, too numerous, and/or qualitative. 
These difficulties are frequently resolved by assuming 
additivity, linearity, and universal measurability, but 
in many cases these assumptions may be unrealistic or 
too restrictive. Yet in spite of these assumptions and 
numerous other sophisticated modifications, the 
conventional methods of analysis may fail to adequately 
explain the response variation. Clearly, there is a 
definite need for a better method of analysis which 
requires few, if any, of the restrictive assumptions. 
A previously developed technique, known as the 
"Automatic Interaction Detector" (AID), seeks to explain 
the response variation by partitioning the sample data 
into disjoint subgroups and does no~ require any .of the 
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assumptions described above. Altho~gh the AID procedure. 
often explains as much as 80% or 90% of the response· 
variation, the overall procedure is heuristic and 
maximiz·es the improvement at each step. There is no 
-
assurance that the final solution is very near the true 
optimal solution, and no improvement is possible since 
.a single pass is made through the sample data • 
.... The partitioning problem solved heuristically by 
the AID procedure was formulated as a multiple-choice 
programming (MCP) problem with binary variables 
representing the alternative partitions. The objective 
\coefficients were based on the within group sum of 
squares (WSS) of the final subgroups. Then the solutions 
to the MCP problem for partitioning were defined in 
relation to a hierarchical tree of subgroups and 
partitions and in relation to an enumeration tree where 
each node represented a unique solution. A branch and 
bound procedure was developed for implicitly enumerat-
ing all possible solutions to the MCP problem in order 
to find an optimal solution. 
The most important feature of the implicit 
enumeration procedure for MCP problems is the state 
vector which provides a concise and efficient method 
of recording all of the branches as t~ey are explored 
" 
.~ . 
, 
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in the enumeration tree. Since the decision variables 
in the MCP problem for partitioning must be redefined 
each time a partition is imposed or removed, the lower 
bounding meth.ods commonly employed in integer programming 
were not applicable. 
-The p~oposed lower bounding technique.estimates 
.the potential improvement that can be achieved by further 
partitioning of a partial solution. A lower bound was 
determined by first applying a dynamic programming 
algorithm to split the response values into one-
dimensional clusters such that the pooled WSS was 
minimized. Then the lower bounding problem was 
formulated as an MCP problem which can be quickly solved 
via the decomposition method of linear programming to 
obtain an optimal continuous solution which approximates 
the optimal integer solution. 
Conclusions 
Each of the concepts utilized in the proposed 
branch and bound procedure have been previously developed. 
. " 
-( 
The partitioning problem for detecting interaction effects 
was solved heuristically in the AID procedure because the 
data analysis problem was considered to be too complex 
to formulate and solve with optimization techniques. 
' However, this thesis clearly demonstrates. that the 
. . parti tio~ing problem can be formulated as a mathematicail 
t 
' ., -~--' . 
,; 
l 
,._: 
' 
• 
programmi~g problem which can be optimally solved via a 
branch .and bound implicit enumeration procedure. 
Several other aspects of the partitioning procedure 
should be examined. First, the partition values for 
each predictor variable are determined arbitrarily in the 
AID procedure. It seems quite probable that the optimal 
partition sequence and.its associated final subgroups 
.. 
could change considerably if several of .the original 
• partition values were replaced with completely different 
partition values. However, this problem has ·received 
little consideration in most applications of the AID 
procedure. Second, the parameters in the stopping 
rules are also arbitrary, and the ranges suggested for 
the AID procedure may be inappropriate for the proposed 
branch and bound procedure. Finally, in the lower 
bounding step, the response values are split into one-
.,,,,,--""-... 
dimensional clusters where the first split reduced the 
pooled WSS by as much as 70% to 90%. This reduction 
occurred at each split so that if the maximum number 
of final subgroups Mis very large, the lower bound 
value may be unrealistically low. If this occurs, then 
; 
the fathoming step becomes less effective. Thus,·the 
lower bounding. step may be the "Achilles' heil·" of the 
proposed algorithm. 
.,. 
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&@commendations 
• 
The branch and bound pr~cedure for detecting 
/~-=c..-:::> interaction effects needs additional testing to 
determine its effectiveness and efficiency relative 
to the AID procedure. Of particular interest would 
be the results for sample data where the A~D procedure 
failed to explain more than 50% or 60% if the response 
variation. 
Also, the fathoming could be accelerated bJ 
requiring some minimum improvement at each solution node. 
An improvement factor O<Ri<l could be applied so that a 
-solution mode is fathomed if: Rs~ (Ri)(Wo>· 
A more logical ~ethod for selecting partition values 
... 
could be provided by applying the dynamic programming (DP) 
clustering algorithm to the values of each predictor 
variable. The optimal ·configuration of clusters would 
indicate where the partition values should be located. 
For this application, the tabulated index values must 
be saved at each stage of the DP procedure, whereas for 
the lower bounding problem these index values were not 
·needed. 
Perhaps· the most promising· area _for improvement is 
the lower bounding step. By forming t~e clflsters to 
some maximum level (i.g., 3 or 4) in each temporary 
110 
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su~$roup, the lower boqnd value would tend to be more 
realistic si:nce the stoppi~g rules. do not allow splitti~g 
of subgroups whose variation TSSj is too small (i.e., 
. 
TSSj <R TSS 0 where 0.01 ~ R ~ 0.10). Also, this would 
reduce the storage requirements and the computational 
effort in the lower bounding step. In fact, it may be 
possible to solve the new MCP problem for low.er bounding 
by some efficient method other than the decomposition 
algorithm since the ne.w problem structu·re is much s~ler. 
The proposed algorithm for optimally detecting 
interaction effects is a major improvement over the 
q. 
heurist/c method employed in the AID procedure. It is 
" 
expected, however, that the -proposed algorithm will require 
considerably more computer time than the AID procedure. 
Therefore, its application should be restricted to those 
problems where the heuristic procedure fails to explain a 
sufficient amount of the response variation. 
·, 
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